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ABSTRACT

Inspired by the superb efficiency of biological systems, solid-state neural network
systems have attracted much attention for their potential to learn and function in complex
environments. Memristors, with several unique properties, are exceptional candidates for
emulating artificial synapses and thus for building artificial neural networks. This thesis
work explores the material properties, device characteristics, synaptic plasticity
implementations, and CMOS integration of tungsten oxide (WO X ) nanoscale memristors,
advancing this technology for neuromorphic applications.
Device fabrication, electrical studies, and material analyses of WO X memristors
are presented. Such devices offer simple fabrication, low-power, high-density, scalability,
connectivity, and CMOS-compatibility, making them ideal candidates for neuromorphic
applications. Bipolar analog resistive switching (RS) is observed as a result of oxygen
vacancy (V OX ) migration within the WO X film upon an applied electric field. Material
characterizations suggest that the concentration and distribution of V OX are directly
related to the stoichiometry and morphology of the film. The switching characteristics are
formulated into a set of memristive equations and further implemented in commercial
simulation softwares, enabling simulations at the circuit level.
Based on the understanding of the switching dynamics of WO X memristors,
important synaptic functions are demonstrated in these electronic devices. Bipolar analog
xi

RS implies that the memristor conductance (synaptic weight) can be potentiated
(strengthened) and depressed (weakened) continuously by applying biases of opposite
polarities. The inherent diffusion of V OX results in limited retention in WO X memristors.
However, the retention can be enhanced by repetitively stimulating the memristor, known
as the memory enhancement effect which mimics the transition of short-term memory to
long-term memory in biological systems. Rate-dependent plasticity is studied by varying
the interval between stimulations, and the results are analogous to post-tetanic
potentiation and paired-pulse facilitation in neurobiology. Sliding threshold effect is also
observed in WO X memristors, indicating that conductance modulation is a dynamic
process depending on the entire stimulation history, as stated in the BCM rule for
biological systems. Heterosynaptic plasticity is also implemented through the design of a
three-terminal memristor geometry. Finally, successful integration of WO X memristors
and with CMOS circuitry is carried out, facilitating the creation and characterization of
hybrid memristor/CMOS neural network systems.

xii

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
The vision of building a computer version of the "brain", an entity capable of
learning, remembering, thinking, reasoning, and making decisions has always been
fascinating [1]. Modern computers are powerful systems based on the von Neumann
architecture where computations take place sequentially between the processing unit (e.g.
central processing unit, or CPU) and the storage unit (e.g. random access memory, or
RAM). Historically, the performance improvements are mostly enabled by the faster
components in each new generation. However, this architecture becomes less efficient
with increasingly complex tasks even as the clock frequency reaches the order of GHz [2].
This effect is referred to as the “von Neumann bottleneck” reflecting the constraint that
computing speed is ultimately limited by the traffic bandwidth between the processing
and storage units. This bottleneck is now evident as we are more and more interested in
computing tasks that are not well defined with large amount of data inputs (e.g.
navigation of an autonomous vehicle in real traffic). On the contrary, animal and human
brains operate at much lower frequencies but can perform these “fuzzy” logics extremely
well with much less power consumption. The main difference is that information is
parallel-processed in brains, i.e. processing and storage occur at the same time in the
1

same place, involving the corporate actions of large amounts of logic/memory elements.
Inspired by biological systems, neuromorphic research [3] has generated a broad interest
among scientists and engineers. One such example is a major initiative termed SyNAPSE
(stands for Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics) Program
launched by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 2008 (Figure
1.1) [4]. The goal for this program is to build a neuromorphic machine that resembles the
biological systems at the basic hardware level, requiring vigorous research efforts in
hardware, architecture, simulation, and environment. Similar efforts such as the Blue
Brain Project, the SpiNNaker Machine, and the Brain Scale S Neuromorphic Processors
are being actively pursuit in Europe and worldwide [5].

Figure 1.1 von Neumann Machines vs. neuromorphic machines. Image copied from
DARPA’s SyNAPSE Program description [4].

2

Advances in electronics, especially in complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) and Flash memory technologies, have greatly impacted the entire world in the
past few decades. The driving force is the down-scaling of device dimension, thus
achieving higher speed, larger packing density and other favorable metrics [6].
Unfortunately, further scaling is not only facing manufacturing difficulties, such as
lithography complexity and process controllability, but also soon approaching physical
limits, for example, material properties and quantum effects [7]. To continue improving
the performance and functionality of both technologies, novel device structures and
physical mechanisms are being actively pursued by both industry and academic
institutions [8]. One natural consequence of the emergent devices, however, is that they
may no longer be well suited for conventional computing architectures but can instead
enable new computing platforms such as neuromorphic computing discussed earlier.
One such example is resistive random-access memory (RRAM or ReRAM)
devices based on two-terminal resistive switches which have drawn much attention for
their use as non-volatile memory beyond Flash memory scaling [9-10]. Two-terminal
RRAM devices have recently been categorized as "memristors" (memory+resistor) [11],
regardless of materials or physical mechanisms utilized [12-13]. Strictly speaking, most
two-terminal resistive switching (RS) devices do not follow the exact definition of
memristors but fall in a broader category of memristive systems [14]. The shorter term
"memristor" is used to refer to such devices throughout this dissertation simply out of
convenience.
Memristors have been proposed for a wide range of applications such as nonvolatile memory [10], synaptic computation [15], Boolean logic implementation [16],

3

signal processing [17], and circuit design [18]. In particular, the emulation of biological
synapses with memristors for neuromorphic applications is of primary interest in this
work [19-20]. In this chapter, fundamentals of memristors and their advantages for
neuromorphic applications will be discussed.

1.2 Memristive Systems and Memristors

R = dv/di

q

i
L = dφ/di

C = dq/dv

v

M = dφ/dq

φ

Figure 1.2 Functional relationships of the four physical variables: voltage (v),
current (i), charge (q), and flux (φ), linked by the four circuit elements: resistor (R),
capacitor (C), inductor (L), and memristor (M) [23].

The concept of a memristor was first proposed by Chua four decades ago [11].
His observation of the symmetry between the three fundamental circuit elements –
resistor, capacitor, and inductor – led to the argument that there is a fourth element
connecting the missing link between the charge and the flux to complete the relationships
between the four physical variables: voltage, flux, current, and charge (Figure 1.2). This
4

element would behave as a nonlinear two-terminal resistor with memory, thus termed
"memristor". Interestingly, Widrow had reported something very similar in 1960, albeit
based on three-terminal devices, called “memistor” realized in a chemical device
designed for adaptive systems [21].
Chua and Kang [12, 22] formulated the "memristive system" into a set of
equations and generalized this definition to any two-terminal system that can be
described by the theory when chosen appropriate variables and expressions. For a
“voltage-controlled” memristor, this set of equations can be written as

I = G ( w, v)v

(1.1)

dw
= f ( w, v)
dt

(1.2)

In Equation 1.1, i and v are related through a memductance (G) term. In a conventional
resistive device, G is either fixed or a function of the instantaneous external input v.
However, in a memristor, G not only depends on v but also depends on an internal state
variable (w) which is not a simple function of v. Information about w is reflected in the
dynamic equation (Equation 1.2) which describes the time derivative of w. These
equations explain the memory effect since the state w is described by the time integral of
Equation 1.2, and hence is history-dependent. Equation 1.2 is also called the “rate
equation” as it governs the rate of change of w. The following discussion will be bound to
the case of a memristor (memductance) in which only its resistance (conductance) is
adjustable with a memory effect, and neglect other cases such as meminductors and
memcapacitors [23].
A signature characteristic of memristors is the pinched hysteresis loop in the
memristor I-V curve (Figure 1.3), indicating that memristors do not store energy as
5

capacitors and inductors do, but do have memory effects. Similar to resistors, capacitors
and inductors, memristors are passive. Note that the memristor equations are simply
mathematic expressions describing a nonlinear system, and do not infer any physical
basis that would exhibit such characteristics. However, once a device has been verified to
exhibit memristive effects and its state variable has been identified, these equations will
be useful in describing the device behavior particularly in logic circuits, as will be

Current

discussed later.

10 ω0

ω0

Voltage
Figure 1.3 Pinched hysteresis loops for a typical memristor. The loop area shrinks
as the sweeping frequency increases.

1.3 Nanoscale Solid-State Memristors
Studies on RS dated earlier than the theory the memristor, having a half-century
history [25]. These studies mainly focused on the memory application potential of such
devices so there was no drive to connect these devices with Chua’s memristor which was
proposed as a logic device. In 2008, HP Labs related the RS phenomena in titaniumoxide (TiO 2 ) thin-film devices to memristive effects and proposed that such devices can
6

indeed be explained by Chua’s memristor model, and hence can be used for logic
applications [13, 26, 27]. Besides TiO 2 , RS effects have also been reported in other
metal-oxides [28], amorphous semiconductors [29], Mott insulators [30], and organic
materials [31]. Besides the large material variety, different structures (e.g. nanowire
transistor in [32]) and substrates (e.g. plastic in [33]) are also available. Among the vast
varieties mentioned, materials and processes that are compatible with standard
semiconductor processing technology are especially interested for high-density
integration based upon the CMOS platform.

1.4 Biological Synapses and Memristors as Synapses
After a brief introduction on memristors, we now discuss the potential of
implementing them in neural computing architectures. Neurons and synapses together
make up neural networks (Figure 1.4), which are the building blocks that empower
humans to learn, think, and remember [34]. Human brain contains ~1010 neurons, each
connecting to ~104 other ones. At each connection is a junction called synapse, so there
are ~1014 synapses in a human brain. A key attribute of the brain’s computing power is
that the synapses are “plastic” – that is, the synaptic weight associated with each synapse
can be modulated by signals (action potentials) generated from the two neurons joining
the synapse and the new synaptic weight can be retained. The synaptic weight in turn
determines the transmission between these the neurons. Thus, synaptic plasticity along
with the very large synaptic connectivity empowers the efficient brain-based computing
paradigm. Simply speaking, synaptic plasticity ensures learning ability while connectivity
provides parallel processing capacity.
7

Figure 1.4 Illustrations of a neuron pair connected by a synapse (left) and
neurotransmitters through a synapse junction (right).

So far, most attempts to implement neural networks took CMOS very large-scale
integration (VLSI) technology as the backbone due to its process maturity and design
flexibility. Digital circuits [35], analog circuits [36] and subthreshold low-power circuits
[37] have been shown to emulate important synaptic learning rules while keeping the
total power consumption and physical volume minimized. However, transistors are in
nature three-terminal devices, implementation of large networks with massive plastic
connections is extremely difficult with state-of-the-art interconnect technology. The
difficulties come not only in designing and routing those interconnects but also the
substantial power consumption associated with them. Another option is via software and
algorithms at the expense of additional circuitry [38], for example, IBM’s use of their
Blue Gene/P supercomputer to simulate a cat brain. This work included higher level
hierarchies than the hardware circuits previously listed, but could only simulate a cat
brain at 1/83 speed of a real one at its best shot, and unsurprisingly, consumed enormous
8

resources (e.g. megawatts of power vs. ~20 W used by a human brain, volume, hardware,
cost, etc.). No doubt, these approaches are impractical in the long run.
Considering the major drawbacks of different approaches mentioned above, the
solution is to develop a nanoscale solid-state device capable of learning and remembering
with ease of network connections. These properties are precisely the characteristics
offered by memristors. Therefore, memristor devices are perhaps the most appropriate
candidate for this application due to its memory, plasticity, connectivity, and power
budget. In addition, such devices offer advantages such as structure simplicity, scalability,
and process compatibility.

1.5 Integration and Neuromorphic Systems
Besides having memristors acting as synapses, one also needs devices to serve as
neurons which are responsible for receiving and processing the information and firing
action potentials (i.e. spiking) accordingly. CMOS circuits are suitable for this purpose
for two reasons in particular: 1) CMOS circuits have been widely explored and are
extremely versatile in performing different tasks so that various neuron models can be
easily designed and implemented, and 2) since there are much fewer neurons than
synapses, the challenges preventing CMOS circuits to act as synapses such as power,
connectivity, and density are much more manageable here. Hence, to build a
neuromorphic system, it is necessary to develop a solid-state nanoscale memristor device
that uses CMOS-compatible materials and processes, so that the synaptic components can
be seamlessly integrated with conventional CMOS circuits acting as neurons.

9

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
In this chapter, the fundamentals of memristors and the advantages of using
memristors for neuromorphic applications are introduced.

Chapter 2 describes the

fabrication and characterization of tungsten-oxide (WO X ) memristive devices, followed
by their switching characteristics. Chapter 3 discusses the investigation of physical
mechanisms responsible for resistive switching through designed material and electrical
experiments. Based on the findings from previous studies, Chapter 4 provides a
phenomenological model that can be implemented in circuit simulators (e.g. LTspice)
and numerical computing programs (e.g. MATLAB), which facilitates efficient design
for the future.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present the key functionality of biological systems
emulated in the WO X memristors. Chapter 5 elaborates on the decay mechanism
identified through retention studies , which suggest that the retention time of the
memristor is not fixed but increases with its conductance state, known as the memory
enhancement effect. Chapter 6 is dedicated to important synaptic learning rules such as
rate-dependent plasticity, timing-dependent plasticity, the sliding threshold effect, and
heterosynapticity. As the basis for memory and learning in brains, the successful
demonstrations of these rules in memristors are significant.
Chapter 7 details the fabrication of high-density on-chip memristor arrays as well
as the operation schemes of the peripheral circuitry for accessing the memristors. The
successful integration of memristor arrays with existing CMOS technology enables the
construction of functional neuromorphic networks. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this
thesis with a summary and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Tungsten Oxide-Based Memristors

2.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, resistive switching (RS) can be realized in various
material systems utilizing different physical mechanisms. In order to take advantage of
the advanced CMOS technology, using CMOS-compatible materials and processing
techniques in memristor fabrication is essential. Throughout the progression of the
integrated circuit (IC) technology, the industry has been very cautious in choosing metal
materials and very faithful in staying confined to those selected metals as a result of
research and manufacturing costs [1]. Initially, aluminum (Al) and tungsten (W) were
used as interconnect and via metals, respectively. Beyond the 0.35 μm node, due to the
superior conductivity and higher electromigration resistance, copper (Cu) was introduced
with the aid of chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) processes. Besides Cu, a few other
refractory metal materials serve as capping layers or as metal gates in recent generations,
for example, titanium (Ti), titanium nitride (TiN), and tantalum nitride (TaN). In addition
to material capability, if memristors were to be integrated with CMOS chips, back-endof-line (BEOL) semiconductor processing further poses a temperature limit in subsequent
steps to < 450 °C [2].
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2.2 Material Overview
Considering the constraints listed above, tungsten oxide (WO X ) stands out
exceptionally because on the one hand, W is CMOS-compatible and on the other, WO X
can be formed at rather low temperatures depending on deposition and formation
techniques. Temperature as low as 300 °C is capable of oxidizing W into WO X by
plasma-enhanced oxidation, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) [3], or simple thermal
oxidation [2, 4-5]; WO X can be formed at room temperature by sputtering from a W
target in an oxygen-containing environment [6] or by sputtering directly from a WO 3
target, [7-8]; WO X can also be prepared by thermal evaporation of WO 3 powder [9],
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [10], pulsed-laser ablation [11], sol-gel technique [12],
and so on.
Regarding applications, early understandings of WO X were from metallurgy [1314]. Later, WO X has been studied extensively for its use in electrochromic devices [6, 9,
10, 12] and reducing gas sensors [7, 15]. More recently, WO X was exploited in organic
optoelectronics as transparent metal electrodes or charge-generation layers [16] and,
certainly, in resistive switching memory devices [2-5, 8, 11]. It is an n-type
semiconductor material with a bandgap between 2.6 eV and 3.4 eV, depending on its
stoichiometry and morphology [9]. When WO X is stoichiometric (i.e. X = 3), it is rather
insulating; when it is substoichiometric (i.e. X < 3), the material is oxygen-deficient and
becomes semiconducting or even metallic [17]; the electrical resistivity can range from
109 Ω-cm to 10-3 Ω-cm [9]. The crystal structure can also vary by a wide range, from
amorphous to many crystal structures – monolithic, tetragonal, triclinic, hexagonal,
orthorhombic, and cubic [14]. Optically, WO X changes color from clear to yellow to blue
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as X is decreased [2]. Upon the overwhelming information provided by chemists,
material scientists, and device physicists, WO X turns out to be an exceptionally versatile
material to work with.

2.3 Device Structure and Fabrication
In a typical WO X memristor, the layers form a metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
structure, i.e. two electrodes sandwiching a switching layer, shown in Figure 2.1 [18]. To
exclude the effect of electrode-WO X interaction, inert metals (e.g. Pd, Pt, W, Au) were
chosen. The fabrication process began with a thermally oxidized silicon substrate,
followed by ~60 nm thick W deposition by DC sputtering at room temperature. Then the
W film was patterned by electron-beam lithography (EBL) and reactive-ion etching (RIE)
to form the bottom electrodes (BEs) and contact pads. Subsequently, the WO X layer was
formed by RTA in pure O 2 or plasma oxidation in O 2 plasma (in a PECVD chamber)
above 350 °C. During oxidation, the top part of W was consumed (7 ~ 12 nm) and 20 ~
35 nm of WO X was formed. The thickness of WO X film saturated after a certain
thickness during the oxidation process due to finite oxygen diffusion at the oxidation
temperature [2], for example, ~50 nm at 400 °C. Finally, the Pd top electrodes (TEs) and
contact pads were formed by EBL and lift-off, followed by WO X etch outside the crosspoints using RIE to confine the active area to the crosspoints and also to expose the
bottom contact pads. The final device had a Pd/WO X /W structure with nanoscale junction
sizes. The process flow for fabricating crossbar WO X memristors is provided in Table 2.1.
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TE

BE

WOX
W

Figure 2.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and cross-section view of
a WO X memristor. (Left) SEM image of top view of a crossbar device with
junction size ~ 130 nm x 130 nm (scale bar: 2 μm); (Center) SEM image of crosssection view of the WO X layer oxidized from W in an RTA chamber at 375 °C for
1 min; and (Right) Cross-section schematic of the device structure.

Table 2.1 Process flow for stand-alone crossbar WO X memristor fabrication.
Step

Process

Comment

●

W deposition

60 nm W by DC Sputtering at room temperature
(Kurt. J. Lesker LAB18)

●

EBL for BE & contact pads

EBL (Raith 150) using PMMA A4 resist,
MIBK:IPA = 1:3 developer (MicroChem)

●

Ni evaporation & liftoff

40 nm Ni hard mask by e-beam evaporation (Cooke
Evaporator), liftoff in acetone

●

W etch

RIE using Cl 2 /O 2 gas mixture with Ni as mask
(LAM 9400)

●

Ni removal

Removal of Ni by HCl:DI = 1:1 solution

●

WO X formation

Oxidation in O 2 ambient (JetFirst-150 RTP)

●

EBL for TE & contact pads

EBL using PMMA A6 resist, MIBK:IPA = 1:3
developer

●

Pd/Au evaporation & liftoff

80 nm Pd / 40 nm Au by e-beam evaporation,
liftoff in acetone

●

WO X etch

RIE using SF 6 /C 4 F 8 gas mixture

This is the simplest structure since it takes as few as two lithography steps and
does not require any planarization processes. Photolithography can also be used although
larger devices potentially increase the leakage current [4]. To achieve high-density arrays
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and integration with CMOS chips, spacers and/or spin-on glass (SOG) will be necessary,
further complicating the fabrication. The topic on integration will be covered in Chapter 7.

2.4 Analog Switching Characterization
2.4.1 Switching Characteristics
In the designed testing scheme, BE is always grounded with voltage signals fed
into TE. Current is read through a current amplifier at the BE terminal (Figure 2.2). RS in
WO X memristors is bipolar, meaning that the voltage polarities for increasing/decreasing
device resistance are opposite, in contrast to unipolar devices where the resistance can be
increased/decreased with single-polarity signals by adjusting current compliance (CC)
levels. The Pd/WO X /W memristors become more conductive (resistive) when applied
with a positive (negative) bias, as shown in Figure 2.3. The conductance (or resistance)
change is attributed to the re-distribution of oxygen vacancies (V OX ) within the WO X
film, creating (removing) conductive regions between the two electrodes. Detailed studies
on material analyses and switching mechanisms will be provided in Chapter 3. Here
switching is “analog,” referring to the incremental modulation of the device conductance,
as opposed to “digital” switching where the device switches between two dominant (ON
and OFF) states. In neurobiology, the conductance-modifying processes of synapses are
called potentiation and depression, denoting that the synaptic weight is being
strengthened and weakened, respectively [19]. Moreover, this synaptic conductance
change is analog and rarely saturates at boundary values. It is noteworthy that voltage as
low as 1 V is sufficient for both potentiation and depression, suggesting the opportunity
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for low-voltage operation. In addition, current level below 50 μA guarantees low power
dissipation and drivability at < 90 nm generations [20].

Computer

Current
Amplifier

Figure 2.2 Measurement setup for characterization of WO X memristors. The
computer used LabView or LabWindows programs to generate input signals and
collect output signals from the current amplifier. The device under test (DUT) was
shielded in a probe station chamber at atmosphere pressure.
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Figure 2.3 Bipolar resistive switching in a WO X memristor. (a) Positive bias
sweeps (1-5) continually enhance the device conductance while (b) negative bias
sweeps (6-10) continually reduce the device conductance. Switching follows an
analog fashion. Sweep rate was 2 V/sec for both polarities.
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In Figure 2.3, the I-V hysteresis loops are the direct consequence of the memory
effect. Additionally, the overlapping of these loops indicates that the device has limited
retention, i.e. the conductance state of the device cannot be maintained for long time
without refreshing signals and would naturally drift towards the less conductive (or more
resistive) states. More discussions on the limited retention can be found in Section 5.2.
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Figure 2.4 Pulse operation of a WO X memristor. The data show the read current
measured with a read pulse (0.4 V, 3 ms) following each potentiation (P: black) and
depression (D: red) pulse. P: +1.3 V, 25 μs, D: -1.3 V, 25 μs.
The WO X devices can also be operated with voltage pulses, which are more
realistic signals than DC in ICs (Figure 2.4). Switching polarity is the same as that in DC
operation. Pulses as short as a few microseconds were able to gradually change the
device conductance. In fact, others have shown resistive switching in tantalum oxide
(Ta 2 O 5 ) with voltage pulses on the order of picoseconds consuming ~ pJ of power per
switching event [21]. To read out the state of the device, read pulses at low voltages were
used to avoid disturbing the instantaneous state. Measurements were performed through
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custom-written LabView or LabWindows programs. The read pulse duration in these
measurements was at least a few milliseconds, constrained by the data acquisition speed.

2.4.2 Endurance and Retention
If a memristor starts to lose plasticity or experience fatigue after several
operations, it obviously would not be suitable for adaptive systems which are constantly
changing according to the surroundings. Fortunately, the WO X memristors always show
robust endurance behavior. Figure 2.5 shows the response of the device to the same pulse
train repeated at fresh, after 30,000 cycles, and after 100,000 cycles. A longest record of
~1.5 x 108 cycles has also been obtained [22]. No obvious degradation was observed, and
the devices are believed to be able to undergo many more cycles, as a 1010-cycle
endurance has been reported in TaO X -based devices [23].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5 Endurance characteristics. P: +1.7 V, 80 μs, D: -1.7 V, 80 μs, and read:
0.5 V, 3 ms. P/D responses were measured at (a) fresh, (b) after 30K cycles, and (c)
after 100K cycles.

As seen in the overlapping loops in Figure 2.3, due to the very mobile nature of
V OX , they tend to diffuse after the removal of the power supply and will settle down to
equilibrium. The lower-conductance states are always more favorable than the higher-
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conductance states, the same trend was observed in WO X and TiO 2 memristors [24]. The
retention time of such analog memristors ranges from a few seconds to a few hours,
depending on the conductance states. A comprehensive study on retention and state decay
will be presented in Chapter 5.

2.4.3 Switching Uniformity across Devices
Characterization of various aspects of WO X memristors has provided much
knowledge about the general behaviors of these devices. To utilize the memory and
processing capabilities of memristors in large networks, it is necessary to study the
statistical distribution of conducting states of single memristors as well as individual
memristors in an array. The operating voltage, conducting current, retention time, and
responsiveness to stimulations should each have a reasonably tight distribution. It has
been shown by us that the fluctuations during DC sweeps from 7 different devices are
within 2% [25]. Figure 2.6 plots 15 responses of a single device to an identical pulse train.
Similarly, Figure 2.7 plots the responses of 8 different devices to the same pulse train. As
expected, some fluctuations are evident during pulse operations but overall good
switching uniformity can still be obtained. It is worth noting that synaptic connections in
brains also constantly experience fluctuations and noises, nevertheless can process
information correctly owing to their fault-tolerant architecture [26]. Therefore, the
reasonable switching uniformity and repeatability among and within memristors
demonstrated here should enable potential implementation in larger-scale networks.
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Figure 2.6 Switching uniformity from a single device. The dots show data from 15
separate pulse operations, and the boxes indicate the standard deviation (SD). The
pulse train consisted of 25 potentiating pulses (+1.3 V, 200 μs) followed by 25
depressing pulses (-1.3 V, 200 μs), and the data were read by read pulses (+0.4 V, 3
ms) after each potentiating or depressing pulse. Device size: 350 nm x 350 nm.
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Figure 2.7 Switching uniformity from 8 different devices. Testing conditions and
device specifications were identical to that of Figure 2.6.
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2.4.4 Relation to Digital Switching Devices
Although WO X memristors normally operate as analog switching devices, it is
possible to turn them into digital switching devices through controlled programming,
even after fabrication is completed. By constantly applying strong positive DC sweeps or
pulses, the large electric field along with the current-induced heat within the nanoscale
junction would cause pronounced change to the V OX distribution and possibly involve
structural changes of the WO X film too. Figure 2.8 shows an example of an analog device
that had become digital after many strong positive pulses at higher CC; potentiating and
depressing pulses in (a) cause continuous modulation in the device conductance while the
same pulses in (b) switch the device to the maximum and minimum conductance levels in
step-like fashion. Whenever analog-to-digital switching is taking place, the retention is
also significantly extended (Figure 2.8 (c) and (d)) because the structural changes in
WOx associated with the digital switching is much more robust than the changes in V OX
distribution associated with analog switching. Indeed, there have been studies on using
WO X devices as digital RRAM [2-5] because WO X can be conveniently formed on top of
existing W plugs in CMOS processes. Note that due to the severe change in the film, the
analog-to-digital transition is typically not reversible.
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Figure 2.8 Analog switching vs. digital switching. By applying strong positive
signals at higher CC, switching can be transitioned from (a) analog to (b) digital.
Accompanied by the analog-to-digital switching is the elongated retention, as
shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The retention curves are obtained by first
potentiating the device with the same pulsing condition and then reading the
decaying conductance periodically. Gray lines indicate the current level before
potentiating pulses. Device size: 350 nm x 350 nm.

2.4.5 Current Rectification
In many samples, current rectification between bias polarities has been observed.
Figure 2.9 shows one such example where the negative current is much smaller than the
positive current. This current rectification is extremely favorable for memristor arrays
because it eliminates the sneak path problem [27-28]. However, more systematic studies
are still required to understand the rectification behavior.
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(a)

(b)

0.05μA

Figure 2.9 Current rectification in a WO X memristor. (a) 5 consecutive positive
followed by 5 consecutive negative DC sweeps. Inset shows the magnified negative
current. (b) 5 alternating positive-negative DC sweeps.

2.5 Conclusion
The motivations and advantages of using WO X as the memristor switching
material were introduced. Briefly, compatibility of W with CMOS processing and lowtemperature formation/deposition of WO X make this material system readily integrateable with the existing transistor technology. The simple crossbar device structure is easy
to fabricate with high yields. Most importantly, switching is analog, bipolar, and stable;
continuous modulation of device conductance can be well-controlled at reasonable
voltage supply and current level, which makes it an ideal candidate for implementing
important synaptic functions (e.g. potentiation and depression) at large scale. Moreover,
WO X memristors can endure over millions of cycles but with limited retention.
Reasonable device-to-device and operation-to-operation variations are demonstrated even
with pulse operations. Digital switching is also supported in these devices which makes
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them useful for pure memory applications. Current rectification has been observed in
some devices; although useful in memristor arrays, the mechanism behind the current
rectification still needs to be systematically characterized and understood.
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Chapter 3
Material and Electrical Studies of WOX Memristors

3.1 Introduction
The earliest reports on RS in oxide insulators dated back to the 1960s [1].
Throughout the decades, more and more materials have been found to show RS in a
simple MIM structure, including transition metal oxides (TMOs), chalcogenides,
electrolytes, glass, semiconductors, and polymers. A categorization of RS effects is
summarized in Figure 3.1 [2, 3].

Resistive Switching

Phase Change
Memory Effect

Thermochemical
Memory Effect

Unipolar
Valency Change
Memory Effect

Electrochemical
Metallization Effect

Electrostatic /
Electronic Effects

Bipolar

Redox-Related Chemical Effects

Figure 3.1 Resistive switching effects classified according to operation modes and
switching mechanisms. Modified from [3].
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In a very straightforward manner, RS effects can be divided into bipolar and
unipolar modes. In the bipolar mode, the SET voltage to turn ON the memory device and
the RESET voltage to turn OFF the memory device are of opposite polarities, whereas in
the unipolar mode, SET and RESET voltages are of the same polarity with the ON/OFF
switching controlled by the external current compliance (CC). The above explanation
holds for digital as well as for analog memory devices. To be more specific, RS effects
can furthermore be classified according to their physical mechanisms. Listed here are five
mechanisms that have received most attention. A brief description of each effect is
provided as the following [3]:
•

Electrostatic / Electronic Effects: effects involving only electrons, including
charge-trapping, Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling, interface states trapping,
thermionic emission, and metal-insulation-transition (MIT).

•

Electrochemical Metallization Effect (ECM): switching achieved through the
reduction-oxidation (redox) reaction of the active electrode material and
transportation of metal cations across the solid-electrolyte film; also known as
Conductive Bridging RAM (CBRAM) or Programmable Metallization Cell
(PMC).

•

Valency-Change Memory Effect (VCM): anion migration (e.g. V OX ) that changes
the valency and thus the stoichiometry of TMOs. Here similar redox processes are
involved, but the participating species (e.g. V OX ) already exist in the switching
film and active electrodes are not required.

•

Thermochemical Memory Effect (TCM): stoichiometry change induced by Joule
heating in TMOs.
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•

Phase Change Memory Effect (PCM): crystallinity change controlled by
quenching speed in chacolgenide materials.

Caution should be exercised because in any system, multiple mechanisms might
co-exist and exchange dominant roles depending on operations. In particular, ECM,
VCM, and TCM effects all rely on redox-related electrochemical effects. Hence one
should be very careful when attempting to identify the switching mechanisms and when
interpreting experimental results.

3.2 Material Study
3.2.1 Stoichiometry and Energy Bands
Similar to most other TMOs, many WO X compounds have been recognized.
Common stable oxide states are WO 3 , WO 2.9 (in the form of W 20 O 58 ), WO 2.72 (in the
form of W 18 O 49 ), and WO 2 [4-5]. In addition to stable states, there are metastable states
referred to as the “Magnéli phases” which comprise a series of substoichiometric phases.
From the view of electronic configurations, substoichiometric phases are the reduced
forms of oxides, that is, there is oxygen deficiency in the materials. WO 3 (i.e. the
stoichiometric form of tungsten oxide) is a typical d0 TMO whose valence band maxima
are composed of O 2p states and conduction band minima of W 5d states [6]. The d-band
is empty in the case of fully oxidized cations (W6+) but tends to be partially filled by
electrons due to the presence of oxygen vacancy defects. This also results in donor states
within the bandgap that shift the Fermi level closer to the conduction band, making WO X
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n-type semiconductors (Figure 3.2). As a consequence, the bandgap, work function, and
crystal structure are altogether affected.

EVAC

EVAC
ECBM =
WF =
6.18 eV 6.94 eV

EC
EF

EC
EF
EG =
3.40 eV

EV

Donor
states

EV

Figure 3.2 Band diagrams of (left) stoichiometric WO 3 and (right) oxygen deficient
WO X . E VAC , E F , E CBM , E G , WF denote the vacuum level, Fermi level, conduction
band minimum energy, bandgap, and work function, respectively. Donor states
push E F closer to E C . Modified from [6].
The bandgap of WO 3 is ~ 3.4 eV but can be as low as 2.6 eV when reduced. The
work function (WF) of WO 3 is ~ 6.9 eV which also drops towards that of W (~ 4.6 eV)
as the material gets less stoichiometric. Moreover, interfacial effects and surface
adsorption are additional factors that can alter the band structures [6-7]. For example,
ideally there should be no Schottky barriers formed at the Pd/WO X and W/WO X
interfaces because WO X has a higher WF than those of Pd (~ 5.6 eV) and W. However, it
is argued that oxygen deficiency, interfacial states, and moisture adsorption all act to
reduce the WF of WO X such that there may actually be Schottky barriers formed at both
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interfaces [6-9]. This hypothesis is supported by the nonlinear DC I-V curves in Figure
2.3 where minimal current flows below ±0.2 V.

3.2.2 Structural Analysis through X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
XRD was employed to investigate the crystallinity of WO X films prepared under
different conditions. Tungsten oxide films are usually amorphous when prepared below
300 °C but begin to crystallize at > 350 °C [10]. In addition, for thermally-oxidized WO X ,
the higher the oxidation temperature and the longer the oxidation time, the more
crystallized the film becomes. In polycrystalline WO X films, it is believed that grain
boundaries (GBs) are the locations where V OX segregate to and transport faster, thus it is
useful to study the crystallinity of the films that show RS behaviors [11].
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Figure 3.3 XRD patterns of Si substrate (bottom trace), W film (middle trace), and
sputtered WO X film (top trace). The traces are offset for clarity. The reference data
used are based on monoclinic WO 3 measurements.
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Figure 3.3 shows the XRD patterns of the substrate, sputtered W, and sputtered
WO X . The Si(100) substrate ideally should not render any peak in the degree range but
the Si(200) peak near 34° is very often seen due to imperfect sample-mounting [10]. The
sputtered W film has a typical peak near 42° suggesting a polycrystalline (110) structure.
The sputtered WO X film was prepared by dc sputtering from a W metal target in an
Ar/O 2 gas mixture (in this sample, 30 % O 2 ) at 300 °C. Because 300 °C is not sufficient
for crystallization, the sputtered WO X is amorphous, displaying only the Si(200) peak.
However, at temperatures above 350 °C WO X begins to crystallize. Figure 3.4
shows the XRD patterns of RTA-oxidized WO X films of which WO 3 peaks near 23° and
33° are seen. For both peaks, multiple orientations may be superimposed and unresolved;
for example, the WO 3 (002), (020), and (200) all show peaks near 23° [10]. WO X
oxidized at 450 °C is more crystallized than that at 350 °C; also, WO X oxidized for 3 min
is more crystallized than that for 1 min. Both observations agree with the tendency
reported in [10]. Although not very clear, a WO 2.92 peak may be identified in addition to
the WO 3 peaks in Figure 3.4(c)-(d). As a result, we expect that RTA not only oxidizes W
into WO X but at the same time crystallizes WO X to form larger grains. As the WOx film
grows from the WOx/W interface, the film should become more crystallized near the top
surface because that part has been subjected to oxidation longer. This information is
important to understanding the memristor operations as V OX segregate to GBs and
transport much faster along GBs [10-11].
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Figure 3.4 XRD patterns of W and RTA-oxidized WO X films prepared at different
oxidation temperature and time. (a) and (d) may have signals from Si(200)
superimposed. Traces in (e) are offset for clarity.
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3.2.3 Chemical Analysis through X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS is a common surface chemical technique that yields quantitative information
on elemental composition and valence states of the sample through binding energy
characterization. Figure 3.5 shows the W4f core spectra where the two peaks are due to
the 4f 7/2 and doublets. According to literature [9-10, 12-13], the position of the doublets
for stoichiometric WO 3 are at 35.8 eV (4f 7/2 ) and 37.9 eV (4f 5/2 ), corresponding to the
W6+ oxidation state; while the position of the doublets for W metal are at 31.3 eV (4f 7/2 )
and 33.4 eV (4f 5/2 ), corresponding to the W0 oxidation state. The spin-orbit-splitting is
about 2.14 eV and the energy shift between WO 3 and W is about 4.5 eV. Between the
W6+ and W0 doublets, tungsten may also appear in W5+, W4+, and W2+ oxidation states.
Primitive XPS scans suggest that the RTA-oxidized WO X film surface has a composition
close to WO 3 (i.e. near stoichiometric). Here, contributions from W5+ and W4+ may be
too small to be resolved. In general, one should not expect to be able to accurately
quantify substoichiometry merely through peak-fitting since there are too many
parameters which affect the fitting process. Meanwhile, sputtered WO X film showed
obvious evolving peaks of W5+ and W4+ when the O 2 percentage of the sputtering gas
mixture was decreased from 35 % to 15 % [14]; the results are provided in the Appendix
at the end of this chapter for convenience.
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Figure 3.5 XPS W4f core spectra. (a) Experimental data and fitting curves. The
peaks are fitted using Gaussian-Lorentzian curves and Shirley type background. (b)
Experimental data and the final fitting envelope. The WO X film used for XPS study
was RTA-oxidized at 400 °C for 2 min. Note that the RTA tool has been fitted with
different types of thermalcoupler and has been calibrated infrequently, so this
condition actually renders WO X films similar to the 350 °C samples oxidized at
other times.

3.3 Electrical Study
3.3.1 Effects of Annealing Gases
In order to study the effects of annealing under different gas compositions, a
sputtered WO X film was used as the switching layer and was assumed to be
stoichiometrically uniform throughout its thickness to first order. Both electrodes were
inert (Pd). Surface annealing treatments in N 2 , Ar, and O 2 were given to change the film
stoichiometry and to create a V OX gradient along the film thickness. Fabrication steps for
this device structure are provided in the Appendix at the end of this chapter.
The non-treated samples had a symmetric Pd/WO X /Pd structure with a uniformly
sputtered WO X film so switching was unstable with indefinite polarity (Figure 3.6(a)).
Annealing in inert gases such as N 2 and Ar significantly changed the switching behaviors.
It is uncertain whether these inert gases are capable of reducing WO X , but oxygen could
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also easily escape from the WO X surface at elevated temperature due to diffusion. Thus,
a great amount of V OX was generated in the film, especially near the surface. The V OX
gradient determined the switching polarity; a positive bias drove V OX towards BE
gradually increasing the conductance, while a negative bias attracted them towards the
TE gradually decreasing the conductance (Figure 3.6(b)-(c)). For brevity, this switching
polarity is noted as “+P/-D” where P and D denote potentiation and depression,
respectively. Also, the current increased by an order of magnitude compared to the
untreated samples, confirming the high concentration of V OX introduced by N 2 or Ar
annealing. In contrast, annealing in oxidizing ambient resulted in opposite effects by
annihilating V OX near the surface. As can be seen from Figure 3.6(d), the switching
polarity was reversed (-P/+D) and the current level dropped by two orders of magnitude.
Based on the same argument, the switching polarity indicated a more stoichiometric,
insulating top surface. Results from this study are consistent with the V OX model and
explained how annealing creates/annihilates V OX near the film surface and how the V OX
distribution affects the switching polarity.
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Figure 3.6 Effects of annealing gases. (a) No annealing, (b) N 2 annealing, (c) Ar
annealing, and (d) O 2 annealing. Switching polarity and current level were strongly
affected. Arrows indicate switching direction. Device sizes: 200 nm x 200nm in
(a)-(c), and 150 nm x 150 nm in (d).
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3.3.2 Effects of Electrode Materials
It is known that different metals react differently when in contact with
semiconductor or dielectric materials. To understand the effects of TE materials on the
TE/WO X interface, an Ellingham diagram is useful in providing information on whether
a reaction is thermodynamically favorable [15-16]. In Figure 3.7, any lines that are below
the W-O (WO 2 and WO 3 ) lines are naturally favorable reactions (e.g. Al, Hf, Ti, Ta, Cr)
and any lines that lie above the W-O lines are unfavorable reactions and thus should not
occur spontaneously (e.g. Ag, Pt, Pd). Studies on TiO X /metal interfaces have given much
support to this hypothesis [16-17]. As mentioned earlier, due to the presence of interface
states, surface adsorption, and potential redox reactions between the electrode and WO X ,
the WO X /metal interface characteristics could not be correctly predicted by merely
judging from the metal WFs. Rather, free energy of formation, expressing the energy cost
of a metal material being oxidized, is a more suitable index to describe the device
behavior. Besides free energy of formation, oxidation potential, oxygen affinity, and
electronegativity are also used to refer to the same concept [7]. In Figure 3.8, metals with
low energies of formation generally show Ohmic conduction at the metal-oxide/metal
junction while metals with high energies of formation in principle show Schottky-like
rectifying conduction [17].
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Figure 3.7 The Ellingham diagram for various WO X sub-oxide reactions and other
metal oxides. Equations and constants for materials were from [18] and [19]. Note
that the energy for Au is positive and is not included in this figure.
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In this study, Au, Ni, Al, and Ti were used as TE materials on O 2 -annealed WO X .
Fabrication steps are given in the Appendix at the end of this chapter. According to the
Ellingham diagram, Au is more stable than W as Pd and Pt are, hence should not induce
WO X reduction near the WO X /TE interface. Figure 3.9(a) shows switching of the Au
samples which resembled the Pd samples (Figure 3.6(d)). In contrast, Ni, Al, and Ti have
similar or lower energies of formation than that of W, hence should spontaneously reduce
WO X at the WO X /TE interface. Figure 3.9(b)-(c) agree with the speculation that both Ni
and Al act as reducing agents creating V OX near the surface, so the switching polarity was
the same as those in Figure 3.6(b)-(c), where the WO X surface had undergone an inert
gas annealing. Compared to the Ni samples, the Al samples showed higher conductance
at fresh and could not be switched back to the original state once brought to higher
conducting states. Due to the high current level (~ 1 mA) analog switching was no longer
observed in Ni and Al samples. The Ti samples should render similar switching behavior,
and indeed, all devices showed no switching but shorted regardless of their sizes.
Interestingly, the WO X /metal reaction is more effective than annealing because the Ni
and Al samples overcame the switching polarity caused by O 2 annealing. The results
from annealing gas and TE material studies are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.9 Effects of TE materials. (a) Au, (b) Ni, and (c) Al. Switching polarity
and current level were strongly affected. Arrows indicate switching direction.
Device size: 150 nm x 150 nm in (a)-(b), and 200 nm x 200 nm in (c).
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Table 3.1 Summary of the effects of annealing gases and electrode materials.
Annealing

TE

P/D

I

Comments

N/A

Pd

unstable

~ 100 uA

Symmetrical structure

N2

Pd

+/-

~ 100 uA

Create V OX near TE Interface

Ar

Pd

+/-

~ 100 uA

Create V OX near TE interface

O2

Pd

-/+

~ 1 uA

Annihilate V OX near TE interface

O2

Au

- /+

~ 1 uA

Annihilate V OX near TE interface

O2

Ni

+/-

~ 1 mA

Create V OX near TE interface

O2

Al

+/-

~ 1 mA

Create V OX near TE interface

O2

Ti

+/-

short

Create V OX near TE interface

3.3.3 Effects of Testing Environments
Since RS in TMOs is strongly related to the oxidation states, the concentration
and distribution of V OX within the switching material are critical. There have been studies
reporting extremely distinct switching behaviors of TMOs under vacuum and air [20-21].
In particular, it has been argued that oxygen in air and adsorbed in the Pt electrode plays
a key role in the switching of the WO X thin film supported by the fact that no stable
bipolar switching was observed under vacuum or when Pt is replaced with Au [20]. It is
well-accepted that the WO X film quality can vary drastically when different preparation
methods are used [5, 22], plus the metal electrode materials and interface effects that are
present in the device structure, so far no explanations in the literature can be directly
applied to the WO X devices developed here.
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Figure 3.10 DC I-V switching curves in (a) air and (b) vacuum (~0.4 mTorr). Red:
0 V → 1 V → 0 V, 5 cycles; blue: 0 V → -1 V → 0 V, 5 cycles; Gray: -1V → 1 V
→ -1 V, 5 cycles. Sweep rate was 2 V/s for all tests.
Figure 3.10(a) and (b) show the typical DC I-V curves when measured in air and
in vacuum, respectively. Stable analog switching is seen in both cases but with different
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current rectification. These results may suggest two different factors that take place upon
the deprivation of oxygen. First, larger currents in the negative polarity (blue curves)
were observed and can be explained by the fact that the V OX concentration in the film
was increased and thus the overall film conductivity was increased. Second, smaller
currents in the positive polarity (red curves) were observed even though the film was
overall more conductive; this effect can be explained by the fact that the work function of
Pd was increased in vacuum and thus the Schottky barrier height at the TE/WO X
interfaces increased [6]. The rectification behavior can be more easily seen with the gray
curves.

3.4 Effect of Joule Heating
It has been known that in TMO RRAM devices current-induced Joule heating
leads to positive feedback effects during RS that either speed up V OX transport or cause
structural changes leading to enhanced conduction [23-26]. In the particular case of
tungsten oxides, heating may cause both effects. According to the phase diagram [4, 2728], tungsten oxide is a polymorphic, meaning that different phases of tungsten oxides
can co-exist at a fixed temperature; for instance, WO 2 and WO 3 co-exist below 484 °C,
WO 2 and WO 2.9 co-exist between 484 °C and 585 °C, and WO 2 and WO 2.72 co-exist
between 585 °C and 1530 °C. Even for a fixed composition ratio, multiple bonding
structures have been observed.
To estimate the local temperature of the conducting filaments (or conducting
phases) of the WO X film in an actual device, Equation 3.1 is used [29]
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dT
V 2 (t ) 1
=α
−
(T − T0 )
dt
R
τC

(3.1)

where α reflects the heating term, R is the electrical resistance, and τ C is the characteristic
cooling time which depends on the geometry and thermal conductivity of the material. At
steady-state, Equation 3.1 can be derived to calculate the local temperature
T − T0 = τ C α

V2
R

(3.2)

in which τ C α can be expressed as [29]

τ Cα =

ln(d / r )
4 ⋅ 18(2πKL)

(3.3)

where r is the radius of each filament cylinder, d is the mean filament separation, K is the
thermal conductivity, and L is the filament length. d is defined by d2N=1 where N is the
number of filaments per area. The exact value of (d/r) is not well-defined but does not
make a huge difference because it appears as the argument of a log function. If K is taken
to be 1.3 Wm-1K-1 [30] and L to be 10 nm, then

T − T0 ≈ 0.5 ⋅ I ⋅ V

(3.4)

with I in microampere and V in volt, and T 0 is taken to be the room temperature. For a
typical analog operation (e.g. I ~ 20 μA and V ~ 1.2 V), temperature increases tens of
degrees (K or °C); for digital operation (e.g. I ~ 200 μA and V ~ 1.5 V), temperature
increases a few hundreds of degrees (K or °C).
Note that the above discussion is a rough thermodynamics approximation
assuming a uniform/homogenous material, so it merely considers Joule heating and heat
loss to the insulator excluding defect generation and/or phase transformation that
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accompanied heating. Also, here only steady-state is considered, hence no information is
inferred about the switching dynamics.
Another approach developed in [23] can also be used to estimate the local
temperature which is derived assuming a metallic core/insulating shell structure
conducting current in parallel. With appropriate boundary conditions, they arrived at
2
4π 2 Krchan
(T − T0 )
1
u = exp[− W0 (
)]
2
2
i ρ met

(3.5)

where r chan is the radius of the outer edge of the shell, ρ met is the resistivity of the metallic
core, i is the current, and W 0 (x) is the zero-branch Lambert W function. u, the state
variable, is defined as the normalized radius of the metallic core with respect to the
insulating shell, which can be related to the density of conducting filaments. Assuming
ρ met = 3 x 10-6 Ωm, K = 1.3 Wm-1K-1, and r chan = 100 nm, a relationship between u and
(T-T 0 ) can be obtained numerically for both analog and digital operations, as shown in
Figure 3.11. It is clearly seen that for analog switching, u is usually very small with a
temperature increase on the order of tens of degrees, whereas for digital switching u is
much larger with a temperature increase on the order of hundreds of degrees. Same as the
previous approach, once again, this is a very rough approximation as K and ρ met are
actually temperature-dependent parameters, and the physical dimensions used for
calculation are not experimentally determined; additionally, more uncertainty arises if
phase change is considered. Nevertheless, one could draw a conservative conclusion that
both methods gave similar trend and predicted the same orders of magnitude in
temperature increase.
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Figure 3.11 Heating of conducting metallic core as a function of filament density at
digital and analog operating conditions.

3.5 Postulated Switching Mechanism in WOX Memristors
Based on the understanding through designed experiments and established theory
on conduction properties in various TMOs [2, 16, 23-26], we postulate here that the WO X
film, when fabricated into a memristor configuration using the RTA method, has a builtin asymmetry in which V OX is more accumulated near the TE/WO X interface. When
positive voltage is applied, the electric field drives the positively-charged V OX toward the
WO X /BE surface. Wherever the V OX concentration is increased high enough, the local
conductivities are significantly increased and large switching current is supported due to
tunneling between the conducting paths and BE. Figure 3.12 illustrates this concept of a
memristor in its resistive, intermediate, and conductive states. The V OX transport can be
further speeded up by the thermal effects during the switching process.
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Additionally, as shown in Figure 3.12(b), natural diffusion of V OX away from the
conducting paths will degrade the device retention. On the other hand, as more/stronger
positive bias is applied, more conductive paths are formed, as in Figure 3.12(c), and the
conducting regions will less likely be destroyed by V OX diffusion, leading to a better
retention performance. This phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 5 in detail.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.12 Illustrations of the different states in a WO X memristor due to V OX
distribution. (a) Resistive state where the V OX concentration is low near the
WOx/BE interface, (b) intermediate state with a few conducting paths due to
increased V OX concentration in these regions, and (c) conductive states with many
conducting paths (or enlarged areas of the conducting paths).

This switching polarity may seem counterintuitive because one would imagine the
top surface to be more oxidized and the WO X /BE to be partially oxidized. As discussed
in the XRD analysis, the proposed V OX gradient shown in Fig. 3.12 is due to the gradient
in crystallinity during oxidation. Another possible explanation is that upon the application
of positive bias on the TE, V OX is generated near the TE/WO X interface due to the escape
of oxygen through the GBs of the Pd TE [9, 20].
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3.6 Conclusion
Despite the overwhelming literature on tungsten oxides for various applications
using diverse preparation methods, very little information can be directly applied to the
films used in WO X memristors due to the versatility of the material. XRD and XPS
studies were carried out to understand the morphology and stoichiometry of the films,
respectively. The RTA-oxidized films in the temperature range interested were identified
to be polycrystalline and near-stoichiometric. Later, different annealing gases and metal
contacts were tested to elucidate the distribution and gradient of V OX across the film.
Inert gases such as N 2 and Ar were shown to create V OX near the WO X surface after
high-temperature annealing, while O 2 was shown to annihilate V OX . The V OX
concentration and distribution strongly affect the RS characteristics, including switching
polarity, current level, and operating voltage. Vacuum tests were in agreement with the
understanding that oxygen exchange with ambient and metal WF are both in play.
Calculation of thermal effects in the film during switching was performed; in
analog operation, the temperature increase is estimated to be about tens of degrees and in
digital operation, hundreds of degrees. Finally, a simple model was postulated where RS
is due to the migration of V OX from the TE/WO X interface upon positive bias on the TE.
The knowledge on device/material characteristics gained through these experiments are
very useful in optimizing WO X memristors for various applications each having distinct
requirements.
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Appendix
XPS study of sputtered WO X films
Besides RTA-oxidized WO X films, sputtered WO X films were also analyzed [14].
The different stoichiometry was achieved by changing the ratio between Ar and O 2 while
keeping the total flow rate fixed during sputtering. Figure 3A.1 shows the XPS W4f
spectra of four different O 2 percentage values.

W0 W0

Intensity (a.u.)

W6+

W6+

5% O2
15% O2
25% O2
35% O2
44

40

36

32

28

Binding Energy (eV)

24

Figure 3A. 1 XPS W4f core spectra of sputtered WO X films prepared under
different O 2 flow rate. The 35 eV – 37eV doublet corresponds to the W6+ oxidation
state and the 30 eV– 32 eV double corresponds to the W0 oxidation state. There is
some offset in the energy spectrum that is not calibrated.

Fabrication of sputtered WO X devices
The starting substrate was Si/SiO 2 with a NiCr/Pd evaporated film on top as the
global BE. A 65 nm PECVD SiO 2 film was deposited at 280 °C for electrical/structural
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isolation. Openings to the BE were patterned and etched by EBL and RIE, respectively.
The WO X film was then sputtered using a W target in an oxygen-containing (O 2 : Ar = 1 :
3) chamber at 300 °C. The WO X thickness was ~ 40 nm. For the annealing study, the
WO X top surface was subjected to different annealing gases, including N 2 , Ar, and O 2 at
400 °C for 1 min. Lastly, the TE’s were patterned by EBL followed by Pd/Au liftoff.
Figure 3A.1 shows the cross-section view of the final structure.
For the metal electrode study, WO X surface was annealed in O 2 at 400 °C for 1
min. Au, Ni/Au, Al/Au, and Ti/Au TE materials were tested. Au was capped for better
resistance to WO X -etch by RIE.

Annealing treatments
Pd / Au
SiO2

WOx
NiCr / Pd

SiO2

Substrate
Figure 3A. 2 Final structure of the sputtered Pd/WO X /Pd devices.
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Chapter 4
Modeling of Analog Switching in WOX Memristors

4.1 Introduction
After having much knowledge about WO X memristors, an immediate need for a
device model emerged, not only for better understanding of device dynamics, but also for
accommodating the model to different systems. Moreover, this model should facilitate in
designing circuits and systems that utilize memristors. There are different levels of
approaches for building device models. Material scientists modeled switching using ab
initio computations to simulate the dynamics of V OX in the metal-oxide crystal structure
[1] while chemists modeled switching using electrochemical reaction calculations [2]. As
electrical engineers, the approach was to identify the phenomenological equations that
capture realistic device physics while maintaining succinctness. Therefore, a compact
model was developed which could also be applied to different memristive systems as
long as appropriate expressions are chosen.

4.2 Modeling of Analog Switching
Modeling nanoscale memristor switching using Chua’s equations was first
accomplished by the HP Labs for TiO X devices [3-5]. The memristor equations are
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v = M ( w, i )i

(4.1)

dw
= f ( w, i )
dt

(4.2)

where M is the memristance. The HP model used the conducting region (CR) length as
the internal state variable (w) to explain the switching polarity and the I-V nonlinearity;
the resistance of the device was determined by the series connection of a doped region
and an undoped region separated by a movable boundary, as illustrated in Figure 4.1(a).
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 can be expressed as
v(t ) = ( RON

w(t )
w(t )
+ ROFF (1 −
))i (t )
d
d

R
dw(t )
= µV ON i (t )
dt
d

(4.3)

(4.4)

where R OFF (R ON ) is the resistance of the undoped (doped) region, w is the thickness of
the doped region, d is the total thickness of the film, and μ V is the average ion mobility.
This model is easy to capture but oversimplified. Later, they refined the model by adding
nonlinear carrier transport and interface barrier effects to account for field-enhanced
mobility and rectification [4-6].

(a)

(b)

d

Figure 4.1 Illustrations of using the internal state variable w to represent (a) the CR
length and (b) the CR area (or CR width in this 2-D view). Blue and yellow denote
the doped and undoped region, respectively.
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We note that the HP model describes a “current-controlled” memristor, as the I-V
and dynamic equations are functions of current. In reality, voltage-control is much more
convenient to implement. For a voltage-controlled memristor, the memductance
equations are provided here again for convenience.

i = G ( w, v)v

(4.5)

dw
= f ( w, v)
dt

(4.6)

Additionally, the assumption in Equation 4.4 is the linear relation between the ion
movement (dw/dt) and the ion mobility (μ V ). This is not very realistic as the ion mobility
is usually enhanced at high electric fields [6]. An exponential dependence would more
closely describe ionic drift
v / E0
dw
∝ sinh(
)
dt
d −w

(4.7)

where E 0 is a characteristic field. As w increases, (dw/dt) follows in a very nonlinear
fashion. For simplicity, d was set to 1 so that w is normalized between 0 and 1.
If the state variable w is assumed to be the length of the conductive region, then

1

G ( w) =
RON

w
w
+ ROFF (1 − )
d
d

(4.8)

Plugging in Equations 4.7 and 4.8, the simulated RS behavior was obtained, as shown in
Figure 4.2 [7]. Here the step changes resulted from identical voltage sweeps were very
nonlinear; the step change was largest when w approached 1. These behaviors, although
clearly captured the pinched-hysteresis effects, were distinctly different from our
experimental observations (Figure 2.3) where every voltage sweep roughly caused a
constant conductance change.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 Simulation results using w as CR length (Equations 4.7 and 4.8). (a)
Voltage and current plotted against time. (b) I-V curves extracted from (a).

Therefore, we proposed that in our analog memristive devices, w can be better
expressed as the area index (Figure 4.1(b)). In the Pd/WO X /W devices, both the WO X /W
and the Pd/WO X interfaces can form Schottky barriers. As mentioned before, the thermal
oxidation process makes the top surface more crystallized than the regions buried below,
therefore creating a non-uniform distribution of V OX as-fabricated, with more V OX near
the top interface than near the bottom interface. As a result, the top Pd/WO X interface
was assumed to be Ohmic and act as a V OX reservoir, and the switching action occurs
near the bottom W/WO X interface. Upon the application of a positive voltage, V OX drift
towards BE. The areas with abundant V OX will result in an Ohmic-like contact dominated
by tunneling current. The memristor equations can then be written as
i = (1 − w)α [1 − exp(− β v)] + wγ sinh(δv)

(4.9)

dw
= λ sinh(ηv)
dt

(4.10)
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In Equation 4.9, the first term represents the portions at the W/WO X interface
with deficient V OX dominated by a Schottky barrier, and the second term represents the
conductive portions at the W/WO X interface dominated by tunneling due to the
accumulation of V OX . The two terms conduct current in parallel with relative weight
adjusted by w, so w = 0 indicates a fully Schottky conduction and w = 1 indicates a fully
tunneling conduction. Here α, β, γ, δ, λ, η 1 , and η 2 are all positive-valued parameters
determined by material properties, for example, Schottky and tunneling barrier heights,
depletion width near the Schottky junction, tunneling distance near the Ohmic junction,
as well as interface effects. In modeling, they were treated as w-independent fitting
parameters. In the dynamic Equation 4.10, (dw/dt) is treated as a function only of the
applied bias independent of w. This is reasonable under the assumption that existing CR
does not affect the formation of another CR (or the expansion of existing CR) as the CR
forms in parallel under voltage-bias. The resulting switching curves are shown in Figure
4.3. Note that this assumption is not exact, so improvement of the model will be covered
in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 Simulation results using w as CR width (Equations 4.9 and 4.10).
Voltage and current plotted against time under (a) five consecutive +1.3 V sweeps
followed by five consecutive -1.3 V sweeps and (c) three alternating ±1.3 V sweeps.
(b), (d) are I-V curves extracted from (a), (c), respectively.

4.3 Implementation of Memristor Model in SPICE
As a proof of concept, we used LTspice, a free commercial SPICE (Simulation
Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) software, for demonstration. In order to
implement the rate equation, we needed an integrator. The integrator was realized using a
floating capacitor in a sub-circuit which solved Equations 4.9 and 4.10 self-consistently,
employing the scheme in [8]. A sample code is provided in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 LTspice code of the memristor model.
*Parameters:
*alpha is prefactor for Schottky barrier
*beta is exponent for Schottky barrier
*gamma is prefactor for tunneling
*delta is exponent for tunnling
******************************************************************************************
.subckt analog 1 2 params:
+ alpha=2e-6 beta=0.5 gamma=4e-6 delta=2 wmax=1 wmin=0
*State variable:
.param lambda=1 eta1=1e-9 eta2=18
.param cp={1}
Cpvar w 0 {cp}
Gx 0 w value={trunc(V(1,2),cp*V(w))*lambda*(eta1*sinh(eta2*V(1,2)))}
.ic V(w) = 0.0
******************************************************************************************
*Window function definition
.func sign2(var) {(sgn(var)+1)/2}
.func trunc(var1,var2) {sign2(var1)*sign2(wmax-var2)+sign2(-var1)*sign2(var2-wmin)}
******************************************************************************************
*Output:
Gw 1 2 value={(1-cp*V(w))*alpha*(1-exp(beta*V(1,2)))+(cp*V(w))*gamma*sinh(delta*V(1,2))}
.ENDS memristor

4.4 Optimization of Memristor Model
The first discrepancy noticed in the ideal model was retention, or, the overlap of IV curves in Figure 2.3(a). To account for the natural V OX diffusion, a decay term was
added to Equation 4.10,

dw
w
= λ sinh(ηv) −
dt
τ

(4.11)

which had a time constant τ on the order of a few seconds. This decay term corresponds
to the natural diffusion of V OX from the conductive regions after programming. The
resulting curves are shown in Figure 4.4. It can be clearly seen in Figure 4.4(b) that on
the positive side the I-V curves overlapped with preceding/subsequent sweeps and on the
negative side the minimum conductance was reached quickly after the third sweep.
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Effects from the fourth and fifth negative sweeps were negligible because the hard
boundary for w was reached (i.e. w = 0). This issue can be solved by imposing an
appropriate window function.
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Figure 4.4 Simulation results including V OX diffusion effects, in which Equation
4.10 was replaced with Equation 4.11.

Window functions are commonly used in simulation for smoothing purposes as
the state variables approaches the boundaries. In [8-9], a window function (Equation 4.12)
was used to reduce the rate of change of w whenever it was approaching its boundaries
(i.e. w = 0 and 1), written as

h( x) = 1 − (2 x − 1) 2 p

(4.12)

where p is a positive integer. However, a slightly different behavior was observed in our
experiments such that Equation 4.12 seemed inaccurate. In the WO X devices, the first
few operations subsequent to a polarity change were always most effective. In other
words, in a series of positive bias sweeps or pulses, the first few cycles were effectively
stronger than later ones; the situation was similar with negative operations. Thus the rate
equation was modified to be proportional to (1-w) under positive bias and to w under
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negative bias. Alternatively, one can think of this window function as the slowing down
of (dw/dt) as w is reaching its final value of that particular operation. Then the switching
curves would look like Figure 4.5. From Figure 4.5(b), the decremented effectiveness of
identical sweeps is seen. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, this behavior shares a
common signature with the famous BCM (Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro) theory for
biological systems [10].
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Figure 4.5 Simulation results adding a window function. (dw/dt) was modified to
be proportional to (1-w) under positive bias and to w under negative bias.

Not only did the model support DC operations with this model, pulse operations
could also be reproduced accurately. Figure 4.6 shows the progression of improvements
being made to the model to capture pulse operation more closely. By comparing these
figures with Figure 2.4, we see that much optimization has been made to allow the
compact model agree well with experiments.
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Figure 4.6 Simulation results of pulse operation. (a) Simple modeling using w as
CR width (area) → (b) added a diffusion term → (c) added a window function. P:
+1.4 V, 400 μs, D: -1.4V, 400 μs, and read: 0.4V, 3 ms.

4.5 Verification of Memristor Model
The optimized model was then evaluated with actual experimental data, and
indeed, the model captured the switching characteristics, including voltage, current, and
time scales. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the fitting results for DC and pulse operations,
respectively. These results indicate that this compact, phenomenological memristor
model is convenient and realistic.
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Figure 4.7 Experimental DC data fitted by the memristor model. (a) Five positive
sweeps followed by (b) five negative sweeps.
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Figure 4.8 Experimental pulse data fitted by the memristor model. (a) Experimental
and (b) fitting of identical pulsing conditions.

4.6 Conclusion
Device models, on the one hand, help researchers understand switching dynamics
in their devices, and on the other hand, facilitate circuit design for various applications.
Here a phenomenological model based on the memristor equations was developed, with
the incorporation of an internal state variable that weighs the conduction between
Schottky emission and tunneling. The model is realistic, compact, and flexible. Most
importantly, RS mechanisms were physically implemented in circuit simulators with
further optimization, making the modeling of different memristive devices and simulation
of circuit-level designs much more convenient.
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Chapter 5
Memory Formation and Memory Loss

5.1 Introduction
In biological systems, “memory” is an essential building block for learning.
Unlike modern semiconductor memory systems, needless to say, human memory is by no
means eternal. Yet, forgetfulness is not always a disadvantage since it releases memory
storage for more important or more frequently accessed pieces of information and is
thought to be necessary for individuals to adapt to new environments. Eventually, only
memories that are of significance are transformed from short-term memory (STM) into
long-term memory (LTM) through repeated stimulation.
Efforts to understand STM and LTM are substantial. On the one hand, having
studied memory retention for over a century, psychologists have identified several
possible causes for forgetting, including memory decay, interference, and aging [1-3]. On
the other hand, through anatomy and electrical recordings, neuroscientists have
discovered many important mechanisms, although many physiological processes are still
under debate [4-5]. No matter what the exact mechanisms are, forgetting is an
indisputable fact. Simply speaking, short memory retention is attributed to transient
activation or transmission of certain chemicals, which could be ions, transmitters,
receptors, etc.
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It was previously mentioned that the retention of WO X memristors is short due to
the high mobility of V OX . Short retention is generally not preferred for traditional
memory applications, but it actually mimics the decay of ion flows at synapses. In this
chapter, retention study is carried out and how “memory decay” in WO X memristors
resembles forgetting in biological systems is explored.

5.2 Stretched-Exponential Decay
To characterize the decay behavior of WO X memristors the retention curves were
recorded using the standard scheme for retention test in modern memory technology: first
set the device to the desired state, and then apply a periodic train of low voltage pulses to
read out the state of the device without disturbance. Figure 5.1(a) shows the retention
curve of a WO X device, where continuous decay of the state is obvious with a
characteristic decay time of ~ minutes.
The retention loss in the WO X memristors can be explained by the spontaneous
diffusion of V OX in the WO X film [6]. Quantitatively, it is suitable to model retention loss
with a stretched-exponential function (SEF) [7-9] which has been widely used to describe
electronic or structural relaxation in disordered materials such as glass, polymers, or other
dielectrics. For example, hydrogen diffusion in α-Si [10] and defect diffusion and
hopping transport in complex condensed-matter systems [11] have been shown to agree
well with this model. SEF, also known as the Kohlrausch law, is written as

t
φ (t ) = I 0 exp[−( ) β ]
τ

(5.1)
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where φ(t) is the relaxation function, τ is the characteristic relaxation time, I 0 is a
prefactor, and β is the stretch index ranging between 0 and 1. The stretched exponential
behavior originates from the wide distribution of activation energies and the associated
wide spread of relaxation times among different relaxation processes in disordered
systems. Thus, τ and β in Equation 5.1 jointly account for the collective behavior of all
possible relaxation processes for V OX in the memristor system. The data (dots) were
reasonably fitted by the SEF (curve), as shown in Figure 5.1(a).
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Figure 5.1 Memristor retention curve vs. human forgetting curve. (a) Retention
curve of a WO X memristor. The initial state was set by twenty-five +1.3 V, 400 μs
pulses applied at 60 ms constant interval and the resistive states were read by +0.5
V, 3 ms pulses at 1 sec constant interval. (b) Forgetting curve of human memory
replicated and refitted from [12].

Examining Equation 5.1, one expects a steep drop followed by a gradual decline.
This behavior coincides with human memory loss obtained in psychological studies,
described as “a rapid initial decline is usually followed by a long, slow decay” [13].
Figure 5.1(b) shows the experimental data (dots) describing human memory loss, which
were also fitted by the SEF (curve). Here, probability of recall is a measure of how
successful a person can recall something remembered in the past after a period of time.
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From the psychological standpoint, human memory trace can be viewed as a chain
consisting of numerous links, where one broken link leads to the failure of the entire
chain and causes the memory to become inaccessible [1]. It is then natural to describe
memory loss with the Weibull distribution, a statistics function widely used in failure
analysis (or equivalently, survival analysis) [14-15]. Mathematically, the cumulative
Weibull distribution is just a complementary function of the SEF (see Appendix). In fact,
there have been examples of psychologists characterizing memory retention with the
exponential power function, a synonym for SEF [1, 16].
The

apparent

agreement

with

psychological

data

is

so

far

purely

phenomenological. Physically, from the neurobiological point of view, memory is
thought to be closely associated with synaptic weights, i.e. the strength of synaptic
connections. Strengthening and weakening (i.e. the plasticity) of synaptic weights are
found to be governed by the concentrations of ionic species (e.g., Ca2+, Na+, Mg2+, and
K+) which activate/inhibit the release of neurotransmitters and activation of receptors
with certain timing constraints [17]. Hence, one could then argue that memory decay
involves a multi-time constant relaxation process resulting in short-term plasticity (STP)
in neurobiological terms.
It needs to be noted that the actual mechanisms for memory loss are not clear yet,
and describing the various complex biological processes using a single equation is always
grossly oversimplified. However, if one assumes the picture that memory loss can be
explained macroscopically by the failure of memory trace networks and microscopically
by the synaptic modifications with different time scales, it is then perhaps not surprising
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that both memory loss and memristor retention loss can be described to first order by the
same mathematical equation (i.e., Equation 5.1).
In the next section, the phenomenon in which the memristor retention is enhanced
by repeated stimulations and how this retention-enhancing process is analogous to the
transition from short-term memory to long-term memory in biological systems will be
discussed.

5.3 Memory Enhancement Effect
5.3.1 Processes in Biological Systems

Incoming
Information

Rehearsal

STM

Consolidation

Decay

LTM
Decay

Figure 5.2 Multistore memory model by Shiffrin and Atkinson [16].

In biological systems, STM generally lasts from seconds to tens of minutes; in
contrast, LTM lasts from a few hours to days or weeks, sometimes even to a lifetime [18].
Figure 5.2 shows a simplified illustration of the multistore memory model [19]: STM can
only be sustained by constantly rehearsing the same stimulus, while LTM, despite the
presence of natural forgetting, can be maintained for a much longer period of time
without subsequent stimuli. The transition from STM to LTM is also through repetitions
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(as in rehearsal) but in this case, is a much more intricate process involving many
molecular mechanisms and structural changes at various cellular sites/levels [20]. This
entire, complicated process is termed consolidation [21].
More strictly, memory consolidation in biological systems is a complex process
comprising synaptic consolidation, system consolidation, and reconsolidation [22]. The
most important physiological mechanism underlying synaptic consolidation is long-term
potentiation (LTP) through which strong and long-lasting synaptic connections are
formed [23]. Whereas synaptic consolidation takes place from minutes to hours after a
learning or stimulation event, system consolidation occurs days to weeks after the event,
and during this period of time brain circuits are reorganized so that memories become
stable within the system. However, memories become labile and unstable after recalls,
and reconsolidation is necessary to stabilize, modify, and strengthen LTM. Oftentimes,
the formation of STM (rehearsal) and LTM (consolidation) involves not only molecular
and cellular reactions, but also cognitive and psychological behaviors [2-3].
In the next session, we attempt to demonstrate Based on an analogy between the
memory enhancement effect observed in memristors and the STM-to-LTM transition in
biological system. It should be noted that this analogy is mostly phenomenological and
by no means forming strict one-to-one correlation with biological systems at the
molecular or cellular level.

5.3.2 Demonstrations in WOX Memristors
According to the multistore model, the key to building up memory is repetition.
In this experiment, we demonstrate the effects of repetition on memristors. Stimuli were
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realized as identical voltage pulses with fixed height, width, and pulse-to-pulse interval.
Different numbers of stimuli (N = 5 to N = 40 in steps of 5) were applied to the same
memristor starting from the same initial state, and retention curves were recorded right
after the last stimulus in each stimulation series. Figure 5.3 shows results obtained from
tests after 5, 10, ..., 35, and 40 stimuli, along with fittings using Equation 5.1. Both the
retention time (represented as τ in Equation 5.1) and the synaptic weight (represented as
I 0 in Equation 5.1) can then be obtained through SEF fitting.
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Figure 5.3 Memory retention data (dots) recorded after different numbers of
identical stimuli and fitted curves using the SEF (solid lines). Each set of data is
normalized by a prefactor I 0 to fall between 1 and 0.
Figure 5.4(a) plots the relationship between the retention time and number of
stimuli. A noticeable improvement in τ with repetitive stimulation can be observed.
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Overall, τ is increased by approximately 20-fold and slightly saturates beyond N = 20,
suggesting two distinct memory regimes in the WO X memristor, in which one regime
with short τ ( ≈ few seconds) and sensitive to additional stimulations, and another regime
with much longer τ ( ≈ minutes) and relatively insensitive to additional stimulations. Also
plotted in Figure 5.4(a) is the synaptic weight (I 0 ). A similar trend can be found for τ and
I 0 with increasing N.
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Figure 5.4 STM-to-LTM transition in a WO X memristor. (a) Characteristic
relaxation time (τ) and the prefactor (I 0 ) obtained through the fitting in Figure 5.3,
plotted with respect to the number of stimuli (N). (b) Schematic of the structural
change to the memristor corresponding to the improved retention. After repeated
stimulation, there are sufficient V OX in the switching layer that lateral diffusion
effectively cancels out, resulting in much improved retention along with the
increase in conductance (synaptic weight).

The two memory regimes and the transition between them in the memristor can
be schematically explained with the aid of Figure 5.4(b). With the addition of repeated
stimulation, a higher concentration of V OX is moved into the switching layer, and the
lateral diffusion of V OX eventually balances each other out leading to a much lower
probability of breakage of the conducting paths. Alternatively, if ρ is the critical V OX
density to maintain a conducting path, it is much easier to reach ρ (or much harder to
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drop below ρ) if the overall average concentration of V OX is high. Hence, the retention
time improves along with the memristor conductance until a significant amount of V OX is
stabilized in the film, where the retention time and the conductance saturate.
Interestingly, the process in Figure 5.4(b) is comparable to the scenario in
biological systems. Formation, stabilization, and persistence of LTM are supported by
experimental evidence of the growth of new synaptic connections and dendrite size/shape
change, adding more pathways for synaptic transmission [20]. LTM still fades with time,
indicating that synaptic connections retract/shrink with time, but at a much slower pace
than the decay during STM. Consequently, these key attributes of the STM-to-LTM
transition process, including the significant increase in memory retention after repeated
stimulation and the resulting structural change, have been demonstrated in the WO X
memristors.

5.4 Conclusion
The memristor retention curves were obtained experimentally for different
conductance states as a result of repetitive stimulation. These curves showed a typical
decaying characteristic that could be fitted by the SEF. Macroscopically, the SEF can be
regarded as the survival function of memory traces, and microscopically, the SEF
represents a relaxation process with multiple time constants. Memory enhancement effect
analogous to the STM-to-LTM transition in biological systems was demonstrated in
individual WO X memristors. Upon repeated stimulations, not only was the memristor
conductance was increased, but the memristor retention time was also enhanced.
Attributed to the higher concentration of V OX migrated into the switching layer during
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repetitive stimulation, the lateral diffusion of V OX eventually balances each other out,
resulting in a much lower probability of breaking the conducting paths. Similar
phenomena were reported in [24], although different material system, fitting functions,
and testing protocols were employed.

Appendix
The Weibull distribution
The two-parameter probability density function (pdf) of a Weibull distribution is
[25]
𝑘 𝑥 𝑘−1

𝑓(𝑥, 𝜆, 𝑘) = �𝑥 �𝜆�

𝑒 −(𝑥⁄𝜆)

0

𝑘

𝑥 ≥ 0,
𝑥 < 0,

(5A. 1)

where k > 0 is the shape parameter and λ > 0 is the scale parameter. The corresponding
cumulative density function (cdf) is
𝐹(𝑥; 𝑘, 𝜆) = 1 − 𝑒 −(𝑥⁄𝜆)

𝑘

(5A. 2)

for x ≥ 0, or else F(x; k, λ) = 0.

From Equations 5A.1 and 5A.2, the survival function (i.e. the complementary cdf
of Weibull) becomes

S ( x) = e − ( x / λ )

k

(5A. 3)

which has the form of a stretched-exponential function.
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Chapter 6
Synaptic Plasticity and Learning Rules

6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, the critical role of repetitive stimulation in establishing memory
retention in WO X memristors was emphasized. Memory-keeping is only a single function
of synapses. The exceptional characteristic of synapses is their learning ability, that is,
their “plasticity” [1]. Abiding by certain learning rules, the synaptic weight can be bidirectionally modulated in an adaptive manner. In other words, learning is a process
which decides on the subsequent functions of the neuromorphic system.
Biologically, the weight of a synapse is jointly determined by the firing patterns
of both the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons connecting to it. The synapse could
either be potentiated or depressed depending on the neuron spike profiles, transmission of
ions, activation of receptors, and many other factors. Neurobiologists have discovered
several fundamental learning rules, including rate-dependent synaptic plasticity, timingdependent synaptic plasticity, and cooperativity [2]. While these learning rules may vary
according to the specific type and location of a synapse, this study attempts to focus on
the generic features of each rule. In this chapter, the characteristics of each learning rule
and the memristor-based implementations of these rules will be presented.
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6.2 Rate-Dependent Synaptic Plasticity
As its name suggests, the rate (i.e. frequency) of the action potentials determines
the direction and the magnitude of the synaptic weight change. One of the early
experimental observations was reported by Magleby and colleagues [3]. Post-tenanic
potentiation (PTP) was studied by stimulating the frog neuromuscular junction (NMJ) at
different rates, from which they identified at least three distinct components; each
component had its own rate-dependency and decay time constant, so the overall process
could be phenomenologically considered as a dispersed system described by the SEF.
Due to these decaying components, the magnitude of facilitation after repetitive
stimulation exhibited a strong dependence on the stimulation rate. In another study,
paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) was studied in the synapses between the granule cells and
Purkinje cells in rat cerebellar slices [4]; the amount of facilitation was inversely
correlated with the paired-pulse interval and an elevation in responsiveness for the second
pulse was observed when the two pulses were less than 1 sec apart. Below we show that
the WO X memristors exhibit a similar rate-dependency at comparable time scales.

Figure 6.1 Setup for measurements in Figure 6.2. The function generator used was
Tektronix AFG 3101, and the oscilloscope used was Tektronix TDS 3032B.
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The initial measurements were obtained using an arbitrary function generator and
a dual-channel oscilloscope; the setup is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The voltage pulses used
here were short in duration so the oscilloscope was not resolving the data points near the
peaks very well. To circumvent this, a low DC bias was imposed to read out the state of
the device. Figure 6.2(a) shows that at low bias the device state did not drift for at least 2
sec, indicating minimal read disturb – this fact is consistent with the observation that
memristor switching is a strong non-linear function of voltage (Equation 4.10). Thus a
0.3 V DC bias for reading out the state and programming pulse trains at 300 ms, 200 ms,
and 100 ms intervals were applied. The results are shown in the top panels of Figure
6.2(b), (c), and (d), respectively. For the WO X memristors, upon the application of trains
of positive voltage pulses at different intervals, competing effects between stimulation
and decay is anticipated. Indeed, the data show that upon the application of each
stimulation pulse, the device conductance was first enhanced, followed by a decay due to
spontaneous V OX diffusion. However, when the time interval between the stimulation
was sufficiently short, an overall increase in the memristor conductance was observed
despite the spontaneous decay, because the idle time between the stimulation pulses was
not long enough for the memristor to relax to its initial state, resulting in a net
conductance increase. Additionally, a strong trend of the effectiveness of the
programming pulse train versus the interval time between pulses can be found; shorter
intervals lead to much more effective programming for pulse trains with identical number
of pulses, pulse width, and pulse height.
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Figure 6.2 Competing effects between stimulation and decay. (a) A 0.3 V DC bias
did not disturb the device state. +1.3 V, 1 ms pulses were applied at (b) 300 ms, (c)
200 ms, and (d) 100 ms intervals [5].
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To systematically examine the effect of stimulation rate on the memristor, custom
LabView and LabWindows programs were used to generate the pulses and record the
data replacing function generators and oscilloscopes for better flexibility and easier data
collection. Again identical pulses serving as stimuli were applied to the memristor, with
the number of stimuli fixed at N = 10 and the interval between stimuli (Δt) varied from 15
ms to 10 sec. This configuration ensured that the total flux (i.e., time integral of the
applied voltage) applied to the memristor remains fixed, with the only varying parameter
being the stimulation rate. A sample stimulation waveform is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

1 Stimulation Cycle = Δt
3ms

Read
0.3ms

~8ms

Figure 6.3 Illustration of the waveform used in rate-dependency measurements.
Stimulation pulse: +1.3 V, 0.3 ms, read pulse: +0.5 V, 8 ms, and delay time
between the stimulation and read pulse: 3 ms.

Figure 6.4(a) shows the response of the memristor to different stimulation rates
where the memristor conductance (represented by the currents I 1 , I 2 , ..., I 10 acquired
during read pulses) was recorded immediately after each stimulation pulses. For Δt = 10
sec (orange bars), barely any increase in current is seen, whereas for Δt = 15 ms (red bars),
the upward trend is apparent. This effect is more clearly illustrated in Figure 6.4(b),
where the net current increase (ΔI) for each pulsing interval is plotted. Here ΔI was
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calculated by offsetting the current (I N , N = 1, 2, ..., 10) by I 1 . A clear dependence of the
conductance enhancement on the stimulation rate is unambiguously observed, with a high
stimulation rate being the most effective and low stimulation rate being the least effective.
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Figure 6.4 Rate-dependent synaptic plasticity of WO X memristors. (a) Currents
read after each stimulus at different stimulation intervals. (b) Currents offset by the
first read current. The measurements were repeated five times to minimize
fluctuations in data, with solid marks and error bars representing the mean and
standard deviation, respectively.
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Figure 6.5 PPF and PTP effects observed in memristors and in biological systems.
(a) Extracted I 2 - I 1 and I 10 – I 1 versus stimulation interval. (b) PPF and PTP
calculated using the methods and parameters in [4] and [6], respectively. Details on
data generation of curves in (b) are provided in the Appendix.
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In order to form analogy between the conductance enhancement phenomenon and
biological effects, (I 2 - I 1 ) and (I 10 - I 1 ) for each interval condition are plotted in Figure
6.5(a), which correspond to the conditions used for PPF and PTP used in biological
studies, respectively. For convenience, rate-dependent effects observed in biological
systems are provided in Figure 6.5(b). Indeed, Figure 6.5(a)-(b) show a similar trend and
verify the effectiveness of using memristors to emulate the rate-dependent learning rules.
The reason for the rate dependence in biological systems can be briefly explained
as the following. A stimulus (action potential) at the presynaptic neuron permits calcium
(Ca2+) influx that initiates the release of neurotransmitters, thereby temporarily enhancing
synaptic transmission. Once the stimulus is terminated, it takes a finite time for the
residual Ca2+ to decay to its equilibrium level. Hence, if another identical stimulus
succeeds shortly after this stimulus, the response of the synapse is enhanced, as in PPF. In
the same fashion, if many stimuli follow closely one after another, synaptic transmission
progressively grows with increasing number of stimuli, as in PTP. In WO X memristors,
similar competing effects exist between the stimulation pulses and the diffusion of V OX ,
resulting in similar rate-dependent behaviors. These comparisons again verify the
feasibility of using memristors to emulate synapses for neuromorphic systems.

6.3 Timing-Dependent Synaptic Plasticity
Not only does the spiking interval matter, the spiking order is also found to be
crucial in biological systems. A synapse receives signals from both the pre-synaptic and
the post-synaptic neurons, and depending on the time of arrival of signals from the two
neurons, both the sign and magnitude of synaptic weight change can differ. This learning
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rule is the famous spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [7-8]. In short, if the presynaptic neuron spikes before (after) the post-synaptic neuron does, the synaptic weight
is strengthened (weakened), i.e. the synapse is being potentiated (depressed); additionally,
the shorter the spike timing difference, the larger the synaptic weight change.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 STDP observed in a biological synapse and demonstrated in a memristor
synapse. (a) The measured change in excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) of rat
hippocampal neurons after repetitive correlated spiking (60 pulses at 1 Hz) vs.
relative spike timing. Inset: a phase contrast image of a hippocampal neuron. Scale
bar: 50 μm. (b) The measured change of the memristor synaptic weight vs. the
relative timing of the neuron spikes. The synaptic weight change was normalized to
the maximum synaptic weight. Inset: an SEM image of a Si/Ag co-sputtered
memristor crossbar array. Scale bar: 300 nm [9].

In our previous work, STDP was demonstrated for the first time in a Si/Ag cosputtered memristive device using CMOS circuits as firing neurons [9]. The
implementation employed a time division multiplexing (TDM) method with globally
synchronized time frames to convert the timing information into pulse widths [10].
Figure 6.6 shows the comparison between the STDP behaviors observed in a biological
synapse and in a memristor. Others have subsequently demonstrated STDP in various
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devices and material systems [11-15] with different timing techniques but all involves
converting timing information into pulse height/width information using biologicallyunrealistic programming pulse designs.
In essence, as long as the memristors respond to pulse width and/or pulse height
variations in a predictable fashion, realization of STDP comes straightforward with the
aid of external neural circuits to provide the necessary pulse design. The TDM method is
more complicated as it requires multiplexing units (with the advantage that the pulses
having the identical height which is easier to implement in digital circuits); a simpler
approach is to design neuron spiking waveforms that automatically translate timing
information into pulse width/height profiles. As shown in Figure 6.7, depending on the
time difference between the pre- and post-synaptic spikes, the overlapping
duration/amplitude (shaded area) would vary accordingly.

Pre-synaptic

Post-synaptic

Figure 6.7 Examples of spiking waveforms for translating STDP timing
information into overlapping pulse width and/or height (shaded area) [16].

Figure 6.8 shows the nonlinear memristor response to pulse height which reflects
the non-linear ionic drift (sinh function) in Equation 4.10. Similarly, Figure 6.9 shows the
memristor response to pulse width at a fixed pulse height. Achieving STDP using the
overlapping profiles shown in Figure 6.7 or the TDM approach is straightforward based
on these properties.
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Figure 6.8 Memristor response to stimulation pulse height. Stimulation pulses had
500 μs duration with different amplitudes. Data show the read current during read
pulses of 0.3 V, 6 ms applied after each stimulation pulse.
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Figure 6.9 Memristor response to stimulation pulse width. Stimulation pulses had
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μs). Data show the read current during read pulses of 0.45 V, 6 ms applied after
each stimulation pulse. Each box chart contains statistics from 10 measurements.
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6.4 Sliding Threshold Effect
The most generalized synaptic learning rule thus far is the BCM (BienenstockCooper-Munro) theory, which accurately predicted developmental synapticity and neuron
selectivity observed experimentally [17]. The theory defined a frequency threshold (θ m )
separating LTP and LTD that is determined by the correlation between pre- and postsynaptic activities. When the stimulation frequency is above θ m , LTP occurs, and below
which, LTD occurs. A consequence of the BCM theory is that rather than being a fixed
value, θ m is a function of stimulation history, thus termed sliding threshold or
modification threshold [18]. Figure 6.10 illustrates the concept of the BCM theory. As the
synapse is subjected to high frequency stimulation (HFS), θ m moves toward the right thus
raising the threshold to induce further LTP (light blue curve); meanwhile, as the synapse
is subjected to low frequency stimulation (LFS), θ m moves toward the left making it
much easier to induce LTP than LTD (light green curve). This sliding threshold behavior
is important for synaptic stability as the synaptic plasticity is always kept within the

Synaptic Change

dynamic range instead of being saturated at boundaries.

LTD

LTP

θm

θm

Stimulation Rate

θm
Figure 6.10 Illustration of the BCM theory and the sliding threshold effect.
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In [17], the authors formulated the expression for θ m in terms of the product of the
input at the pre-synaptic terminal and the history of activities (i.e. the average firing rate)
at the post-synaptic terminal, where the post-synaptic firing rate is a power-function of
the summed inputs from each pre-synaptic terminal scaled by their corresponding
weights. A simplification of such rule is to assume that the post-synaptic neuron is only
connected to one pre-synaptic neuron through the synapse of interest, such that the postsynaptic activity only reflects the activity at this single pre-synaptic neuron. Then θ m is
solely determined by the stimulation history at the pre-synaptic terminal. Experimentally,
to demonstrate the sliding threshold effect in memristors, identical stimulating pulses
were applied to the pre-synaptic terminal at varying frequencies, as shown in Figure 6.11
(black ticks). It is clear that during 40Hz stimulation (HFS) the current continually
increased and during 1Hz stimulation (LFS) the current continually decreased. However,
whether it potentiates or depresses is not only determined by the absolute value of the
stimulation frequency, instead, the sign and efficiency of the synaptic weight change is
also affected by the previous stimulation history. For example, when 10Hz stimulation
followed 40Hz stimulation, a downward trend was observed (orange arrow), whereas
when identical 10Hz stimulation followed 1Hz stimulation, an upward trend was
observed (green arrow). This phenomenon indicates that the proceeding 40Hz stimulation
caused θ m to right-shift, thus making it easier to induce LTD than LTP; while the
proceeding 1Hz stimulation caused θ m to left-shift, thus making it easier to induce LTP
than LTD. In addition, whenever the stimulation rate changed, the next few stimuli were
always most affected. Therefore, the threshold for inducting LTP and LTD had shifted
over time depending on the stimulation history.
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Figure 6.11 Frequency-varying measurements suggest a sliding threshold behavior
in WO X memristors. All pulses were +1.2 V, 1 ms. Device size: 200 nm x 200 nm.
The BCM theory is considered the most universal rule as it incorporates and
reconciles both the rate- and timing-dependent synaptic plasticity [19], so it is capable of
predicting random neuron-synapse networks with complicated firing patterns. The most
significant implication of the BCM theory is that the synaptic plasticity is a dynamic
process involving the whole stimulation history. Neuroscientists have proposed a unified
model based on the dynamics of Ca2+ that successfully related all the details of the BCM
theory [20-23]. Research on emulating the entire BCM theory employing the ion
dynamics in the memristors is currently underway. However, it should be pointed out that
the sliding threshold effect demonstrated here already is one of the crucial aspects of the
comprehensive BCM theory. On a side note, the sliding threshold behavior shares a
matching concept with “metaplasticity,” which literally means the plasticity of synaptic
plasticity [24].
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6.5 Homosynapticity vs. Heterosynapticity
Synaptic learning can be homosynaptic or heterosynaptic [25-26]. The former
refers to situations where synaptic modulation takes place at the same synapse which was
being triggered (Figure 6.12(a)), and the latter refers to synaptic modulation that is
influenced by a third neuron, , a modulatory neuron (Figure 6.12(b)). In normal twoterminal WO X memristors that have been discussed so far, plasticity was homosynaptic.
To realize heterosynapticity, the device geometry was modified to include a third
terminal to act as the modulatory neuron. As shown in Figure 6.13, one extra electrode
“MOD” is added to mimic the modulatory neuron, so that through V MOD the plasticity
between PRE and POST can be modulated.

(a)

(b)
POST

PRE

PRE

POST
MOD

Figure 6.12 Homosynapticity vs. heterosynapticity. (a) Modulation depends on
PRE and POST activities. (b) Modulation also affected by the MOD activities.
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Figure 6.13 Heterosynaptic plasticity in a three-terminal WO X memristor. (a)
Device structure of a three-terminal WO X memristor and testing setup (not drawn
to scale). (b) Modulated switching at the TE-BE junction as a function of V MOD .
Cross-section schematic of the device structure is provided as the inset (not drawn
to scale). All three electrodes are ~ 170 nm wide, and the distance between TE and
G electrodes is ~ 850 nm.

Since RS is controlled by electric field between the TE and BE, RS can be
controlled by V MOD by controlling the potential on BE, and this effect enhances as the
MOD and TE electrodes get closer. Figure 6.13 shows the preliminary data from a threeterminal memristor where the effects of the MOD electrode on TE-BE switching are
clearly observed. Unlike normal memory array operation, here crosstalk between
electrodes is necessary. Further studies are ongoing to quantitatively analyze the results
and to achieve better correspondence with biology.
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6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, several well-accepted synaptic learning rules observed in
biological systems were introduced, including rate-dependent plasticity, timingdependent plasticity, the BCM theory, as well as homosynaptic and heterosynaptic
learning rules. The very important rate-dependent plasticity has been demonstrated
experimentally with WO X memristors along with the gradients for demonstrating timingdependent plasticity. The WO X memristors also exhibit the sliding threshold behavior,
which is a signature of synapses responding dynamically to neuron firings according to
past activities. Moreover, heterosynapticity have been implemented by adding a third
electrode to act as a modulatory neuron. The ability of synapses to encode neuron spiking
patterns and change weights accordingly enables effective learning in neural networks,
therefore the experimental demonstrations provided in this chapter are extremely
important in order to build neural networks that can potentially function similarly as their
bio-counterparts.

Appendix
Generation of PPF and PTP curves
The green curve (PPF) in Figure 6.5(b) was calculated from an exponential decay
function of PPF between the granule/Purkinje cell synapse [4], where the amplitude and
the time constant were 153% and 203 ms, respectively. This curve describes how much
the response to the second pulse is facilitated comparing to the first pulse with respect to
the pulse-to-pulse interval. The blue and red marks in Figure 6.5(b) were calculated using
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the model in [6] using scheme II, and all the parameters used in the calculation were
obtained from the legend of Figure 4 in the same reference.
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Chapter 7
Integration of Memristor Arrays with CMOS Circuits

7.1 Introduction
The advantage of memristors and the crossbar structure associated with them will
only be useful if each memristor in an array can be individually accessed and given
desired operations. Regarding the operation of the crossbar arrays, the cells need to first
be addressed and then be applied with a program, erase, or read voltage. When a read
voltage is applied, the current is sensed by a resistor or an amplifier. However, an
inherent problem with the crossbar structure is the sneak path problem in which the halfselected cells carry a large reverse current resulting in a faulty read [1]. Several possible
solution to this problem have been proposed, for example, using a transistor or a diode as
the selecting device (1T1R or 1D1R) [2-3], adding a soft-breakdown or volatileswitching device in series [4-5], designing a memory device with intrinsic rectification
[6-7], or connecting two RRAM (memristor) devices anti-serially [8]. To date no clear
winder has been established on how to solve the sneak path problem yet.
The peripheral circuitry is by and large CMOS-based due to its reliability and
versatility, so there are several factors to consider. First, the memristor has to be
compatible with CMOS circuits both fabrication- and the operation-wise, i.e. not only the
fabrication needs to follow the standard processes, the operating voltage, current level,
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power dissipation, and switching speed should also be CMOS-comparable. Second, since
memristors are analog devices, the sensing circuitry has to be sensitive enough to
distinguish different conducting states. Third, the short retention within WO X memristors
complicates the program/erase/read scheme as the state may have decayed after
individually addressing each cell in an array. Lastly, at the system level, the CMOS
neuron circuits require careful design in order to work collaboratively with memristor
synapses forming functional neural networks. The fabrication of memristor arrays on
CMOS chips and the operation of such arrays will be covered in this chapter.

7.2 Fabrication of Memristor Arrays on 180 nm CMOS Chips
The first attempt was to fabricate memristor arrays on top of CMOS chips which
had multiplexer/de-multiplexer (MUX/DeMUX) circuits designed by our collaborators at
HRL Laboratories and taped-out with IBM’s 7RF process. Recently, the integration of
1.6 Kb digital memristor devices arrays with these CMOS chips have been reported by
our group [9]. For analog devices, a similar approach was used. We began from smaller
scales, namely, 10-by-10 arrays. At the 180 nm generation node W inter-level
connections were used, so the top surface of these chips was W vias and SiN passivation
planarized by CMP. As can be seen from Figure 7.1(a), the bright dots are the W vias
embedded in the SiN passivation layer.
Two additional fabrication steps were required for integrated devices compared to
standalone ones. First, during the oxidation step to form WO X , the top surface of the W
vias would be oxidized at the same time, inhibiting good metal contacts to the buried
interconnects. To avoid this problem, certain vias were covered with inert metal to
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guarantee good metal contacts. Second, thinner PMMA was used to achieve smaller pitch
size (that is, higher density) so spin-on-glass (SOG) was introduced to eliminate step
jumps. Figure 7.1(b)-(d) show the completed 200 nm pitch 10 x 10 analog memristor
array built on the 180 nm CMOS chip. The detailed fabrication steps are provided in
Table 7.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.1 SEM images of the integrated 180 nm CMOS chip. (a) CMOS chip
terminated at planarized W vias and SiN passivation. (b) A 10 x 10 memristor array
fabricated on the same chip. Scale bars: 2 μm; 25° tilt view. (c) and (d) are zoom-in
views of (b). The pitch is 200 nm and each electrode is ~80 nm wide.
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Table 7.1 Process flow for WO X memristor array integration on 7RF CMOS chips.
Step

Process

Comment

●

Photoresist removal

Removal by Remover PG (MicroChem)

●

W deposition

60 nm W by DC Sputtering at room temperature
(Kurt. J. Lesker LAB18)

●

EBL for BE & via connection

EBL (Raith 150) using PMMA A2 resist,
MIBK:IPA = 1:3 developer (MicroChem)

●

Ni evaporation & liftoff

40 nm Ni hard mask by e-beam evaporation (Cooke
Evaporator), liftoff in acetone

●

W etch

RIE using Cl 2 /O 2 gas mixture (LAM 9400)

●

Ni removal

Removal of Ni by HCl:DI solution

●

Sidewall passivation

PECVD at 200 °C (GSI PECVD)

●

SOG planarization

SOG deposition and RIE etchback

●

EBL for via covering

EBL using PMMA A4 resist, MIBK:IPA = 1:3
developer

●

NiCr/Pd evaporation & liftoff

E-beam evaporation, liftoff in acetone

●

Spacer formation

PECVD at 200 °C, RIE etchback

●

WO X formation

Oxidation in O 2 ambient (JetFirst-150 RTP)

●

EBL for TE

EBL using PMMA A2 resist, MIBK:IPA = 1:3
developer

●

Pd/Au evaporation & liftoff

Ee-beam evaporation, liftoff in acetone

●

WO X etch

RIE using SF 6 /C 4 F 8 gas mixture

Primitive testing showed that addressing each cell and providing voltage biases
were feasible utilizing our custom-built MATLAB program and hardware interface.
Figure 7.2(a) is an example of a DC sweep from 0 V to 2 V; Figure 7.2(b) shows the
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continuous increase of memristor conductance until reaching the CC. The programming
voltage here is slightly higher than that of standalone devices, possibly due to the
additional resistances contributed from via contacts (via diameter ~ 360 nm) and the
underlying CMOS circuits.

(b)
25 300us 1.8V pulses, 300us delay pulses
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Figure 7.2 Testing of integrated 10 x 10 memristor arrays on 7RF CMOS chips. (a)
DC sweep (0 V → +2 V, 2 V/sec). (b) Pulse operation (+1.8 V, 300 μs, 25 pulses).

7.3 Fabrication of Memristor Arrays on 90 nm CMOS Chips
Similar to the 180 nm chips, the 90 nm chips had CMOS circuits taped-out with
IBM’s 9RF process by our collaborators at HRL Laboratories. However, integration with
90 nm chips is not as straightforward as integration with 180 nm chips since at the 90 nm
generation node Cu is used for inter-level connections instead of W. Cu has better
conductivity but oxidizes in air very easily. In addition, Cu is not as chemically stable as
W. Thereof a SiN passivation layer was deposited on top of Cu by the foundry to prevent
its exposure to air during shipping and handling. Prior to memristor array fabrication, the
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vias need to be etched and filled with inert metals to make electrical contact to the buried
Cu wires and extend these interconnects to the surface.

7.3.1 Via-Etching Processes
SiN etching is a crucial step in the Cu dual-damascene process [10]. When the
SiN passivation layer is etched through, Cu surface becomes contaminated with post-etch
residues of polymers (resist masking layer), by-product of SiN etch, and/or redeposited
materials [11]. One mistake that should always be avoided is the exposure of Cu surface
to etched polymers as polymer residues are stripped using O 2 plasma which potentially
oxidizes Cu. This can be solved by using other dielectric layers as a sacrificial mask for
etching SiN [12]. In fact, multiple sacrificial dielectric layers are used in commercial
manufacturing processes, including SiC, undoped silicate glass (USG), SiOCH low-κ
films, and bottom anti-reflective coatings (BARC). As shown in Figure 7.3(a), a blank
film of PECVD SiO 2 was first deposited. The SiO 2 sacrificial layer was etched using
patterned PMMA A4 resist as mask (Figure 7.3(b)) and PMMA was afterward removed
by O 2 plasma by RIE (Figure 7.3(c)). By doing this, Cu was protected during etching and
removing PMMA, which significantly helped in keeping Cu etched surface clean and unoxidized. Finally, the SiN was etched using SiO 2 as mask with a gas mixture that etches
SiO 2 and SiN at equal rates (Figure 7.3(d)).
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Figure 7.3 Via-etching process flow. Vias are ~600 nm in diameter.

One more critical step to the via-etching process is post-etch cleaning, which
should remove all possible post-etch residues as well as copper oxides (including suboxides). Many acids and a few bases have been utilized for this purpose; there are also
commercial solutions that even incorporate some sort of inhibitors to prevent Cu from
oxidizing [13-14]. Different dilution ratios of hydrofluoric acid (HF), bufferedhydrofluoric acid (BHF), hydrogen chloride (HCl), acetic acid, and citric acid have been
tested. We found that the 1:1 diluted citric acid is effective in removing post-etch
residues yet not eroding the Cu surface. Figure 7.4(a) and (b) show the SEM images of
etched vias before and after acid cleaning treatment, respectively. With proper cleaning,
the grainy surface of Cu is clearly observed, as in Figure 7.4(b).
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(a)

(b)

25° View

Top View

Figure 7.4 SEM images of etched vias. (a) Immediately after SiN etch and (b)
immediately after acid cleaning treatment. Scale bars: 250 nm. The sample was
cleaned in citric acid : DI water = 1 : 1 solution for 1 min at room temperature.

Characterization of via-etching process is through the via-chain structure [15],
which evaluates the summed resistances contributed by different numbers of vias. The
process flow for fabricating via-chains is provided in Table 7.2. Figure 7.5 shows an
optical microscope image of such structure. Through controlled RIE etching and wet
cleaning processes, a contact resistance of tens of Ohms per via (~650 nm x 650 nm) was
obtained, with a 50-via via-chain being the longest fabricated.
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Table 7.2 Process flow for via-chain fabrication.
Step

Process

Comment

●

Photoresist removal

Removal by Remover PG (MicroChem)

●

SiO 2 deposition

100 nm SiO 2 by PECVD at 200 °C (GSI PECVD)

●

EBL for via holes

EBL (Raith 150) using PMMA A4 resist,
MIBK:IPA = 1:3 developer (MicroChem)

●

SiO 2 etch

RIE with PMMA mask (LAM 9400)

●

PMMA removal

RIE using O 2 plasma, then acetone bath

●

SiN etch

RIE using SF 6 /C 4 F 8 gas mixture with SiO 2 as
mask, but etched SiN and SiO 2 equally

●

Post-etch cleaning

Citric acid : DI water = 1 : 1, then DI water rinse

●

EBL for via-chains

EBL using PMMA A6 resist, MIBK:IPA = 1:3
developer

●

NiCr/Au evaporation & liftoff

10 nm NiCr / 120 nm Au by e-beam evaporation,
liftoff in acetone

Figure 7.5 Microscope image of a via-chain structure. The horizontal bars are on
top of SiN and the vertical bars are Cu underneath SiN. Scale bar: 80 um.
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7.3.2 Via-Filling and Planarization Processes
The via-chain structures tested in the previous section was fabricated on test chips
which had no built-in CMOS circuitry so there was no following memristor fabrication
processes. When memristor fabrication is considered, minor adjustments and
optimization are required. Starting from the electrical contacts made by Ti/Au stack,
planarization should first be completed to construct a flat surface for memristor
fabrication. SOG is the best available material but it also has several drawbacks. First,
SOG has a tendency to react with certain metal materials (e.g. W) so a thin protective
PECVD SiO 2 layer is always inserted to isolate SOG from metal structures. But the
different etch rates between PECVD SiO 2 and SOG causes uncertainty during SOG etchback and degrades the planarization profile. Second, SOG agglomerates more on large
structures (e.g. pads) than on small structures (e.g. memristors’ electrodes). This areadependency of SOG thickness makes it difficult to construct a completely flat surface as
both large and small patterns are present. Third, SOG is incapable of planarizing taller
structures. The SOG curing recipe used results in a 300 nm thick film, and any structure
taller than about half its thickness (~150nm) cannot be completely planarized. With all
the issues listed, planarizing tall Ti/Au stacks with SOG is probably not the best idea.
Alternatively, instead of adding an SOG layer, one can subtract an SOG layer.
The via-etching process was identical to that of the via-chain structure, except the
sacrificial SiO 2 mask thickness was increased from 100 nm to 150 nm to allow larger
etch margin during the planarization process, as shown in Figure 7.6(a). A 120 nm
sputtered W layer and a 100 nm PECVD SiO 2 layer were deposited, and about 300 nm of
SOG layer was formed, assuming that SOG filled in the via holes and planarized the top
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surface (Figure 7.6(b)-(c)). The first global etch step selectively etched SiO 2 , leaving the
profile like Figure 7.6(d). The second global etch step un-selectively etched SiO 2 , W, and
SiN at similar rates, finally completing the via-filling process with a profile shown in
Figure 7.6(e) and Figure 7.7. The procedures for the via-filling/planarization process are
listed in Table 7.3.

(a)

(b)
SiO2
SiN

SiO2
SiN

SiO2
SiN

Cu

W

SiO2
SiN

Cu

Substrate

Substrate

(c)

(d)
PECVD SiO2
SiO2
SiN

SOG

W

SiO2
SiN

Cu
Substrate
PECVD SiO2
SiO2
SiN

W

SiO2
SiN

(e)
SiN

Cu
Substrate

W
Cu
Substrate

Figure 7.6 Via-filling process flow. Vias are ~500 nm in diameter.
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SiN

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7 SEM images of completed via-filling/planarization process. (a) Topview. The circles are the W via plugs whereas the vertical lines are the buried Cu
wires. Scale bar: 2 μm. (b) Close-up view. Scale bar: 600 nm.
Table 7.3 Process flow for via-filling/planarization fabrication on 9RF CMOS chips.
Step

Process

Comment

●

Post-etch cleaning

PRS 1000, then DI water rinse; citric acid : DI
water = 1 : 1, then DI water rinse

●

Via filling

120 nm W by sputtering (Enerjet), and 100 nm
SiO 2 by PECVD at 200 °C, SOG (Filmtronics
700B) spin-coat and cure

●

Global etch – I

RIE global etch using chemistry I

●

Global etch – II

RIE global etch using chemistry II

This via-filling/planarization process is conceptually similar to the CMP process
used in the silicon VLSI technology, except that no mechanical role was introduced here.
The process extended the vulnerable Cu lines with inert W plugs allowing easy storage of
ongoing samples as well as easy processing in subsequent steps. More importantly, Cu
surface was never exposed to resists during any of the lithography, filling, and etching
processes, which prevents any residues from being trapped between films, later causing
alloying or degassing problems.
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7.3.3 Memristor Arrays on 90nm CMOS chips
Once the vias are etched, filled, and planarized, fabrication of memristor arrays on
9RF chips are basically the same as the 7RF processes. Figure 7.8(a) and (b) show the
completed 10 x 10 analog memristor arrays built on the 90 nm CMOS chip. There are
two different CMOS designs supported so the underlying Cu lines have different layouts.
For both chips, the original pitch is designed at 1.12 μm, but there are no constraints to
making smaller pitched arrays. The pulse operation of a typical memristor device is
shown in Figure 7.9; as in the integrated 7RF devices, the programming voltage is
slightly higher than that of standalone devices.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8 SEM images of 10 x 10 memristor arrays integrated on 90 nm CMOS
chips. (a) On a direct access chip with 200 nm pitch. (b) On a chip with
MUX/DeMUX circuits with 1.12 μm pitch. Scale bars: 5 μm.
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Figure 7.9 Pulse testing of integrated 10 x 10 memristor arrays on 9RF CMOS
direct access chips. The data were acquired from a device in an array on the direct
access chip. Device size: 400 nm x 400 nm.

7.4 CMOS Circuitry
The 180 nm CMOS MUX/DeMUX circuitry for 10 x 10 memristor arrays is
shown in Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11. On each side (N/W/S/E) are eight contact pads,
one of which is for Vdd/GND, two of which are connected to two independent inputs
(DATA A and DATA B), and the remaining ones are for providing addresses to the
decoder. There are only 5 electrodes connected on each side for a 10 x 10 array, so a 3-bit
address is sufficient. When an electrode is selected (a column or a row), it is connected to
one voltage input (DATA A) and all the unselected electrodes (other columns and rows)
are connected to another voltage input (DATA B). Details on the operation of
MUX/DeMUX of these chips are provided in [9].
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W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 w7 W8

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
Figure 7.10 Image of MUX/DeMUX circuitry for a 10 x 10 memristor array.

via

DATA A

Switch 1

DATA B

Switch 2

Address <1>

Via between nanowire and CMOS

Pad

Switch N

CMOS chip I/O terminal

N

n

Address <n>

Decoder

Figure 7.11 Schematic for selecting electrodes in a 10 x 10 memristor array.

The 90 nm CMOS chips support more advanced functions than the 180 nm chips
did, for example, built-in write/read circuits for true array operations and CMOS neuron
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circuits for large scale neuromorphic computations. In particular, there is one set of chips
designed with 100 CMOS neurons interwoven by 10,000 memristor synapses. Thus,
integration of memristor arrays with 90 nm chips is not merely to prove process
compatibility but, one step further, also to realize functional neuromorphic networks.

7.5 Conclusion
On-chip integration of memristors is an important demonstration for large-scale
operations in high-density neural networks. In this chapter, successful integration of 200
nm pitch 10 x 10 memristor arrays on 180 nm CMOS chips is presented, where
individual cells in the array behaved normally as if they were standalone. Integration with
90 nm CMOS chips is perplexed by the via-etching process associated with Cu
interconnects, but a solution has been proposed and verified. By introducing the
sacrificial etch mask and mild post-cleaning processes, good electrical contact to the
underlying Cu wires is thus assured. The additional features of the 90 nm chips will soon
be explored and utilized.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Future Work

8.1 Summary
This thesis work presented the development and advancement of memristors as an
emerging technology for neuromorphic applications. WO X -based memristors were
chosen as the model system but much of the knowledge learned can be extended to other
memristor system too. Advantages of the WO X memristor devices include easy
fabrication, low-power, high-density, scalability, connectivity, and CMOS-compatibility.
In addition, they inherently mimic the functions of biological synapses. Important
synaptic functions have been demonstrated, such as rate-dependent plasticity, memory
enhancement effect, sliding threshold effect, and heterosynapticity. Integration of WO X
memristors with CMOS technology has been proven feasible, paving the path to actual
functionality of memristor arrays.

8.1.1 Development and Understanding of WOX Memristors
In Chapter 2, the fabrication and characterization of WO X memristors were
presented. The fabrication of WO X memristors is simple and CMOS-compatible in nature,
enabling integration of such devices with CMOS circuits at high density (even 3D
stacking). These nanoscale devices consume low power, requiring less than 2 V and
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operating at tens of microamperes; they also offer high speed, as resistive switching is
based on the movement of the very mobile V OX . High endurance of > 108 makes them
well suited for neuromorphic applications. Reliable analog switching was demonstrated
along with good uniformity across difference devices. Moreover, analog-to-digital
switching and current rectification were observed.
In Chapter 3, material characterization techniques and electrical measurements
were employed to investigate the film quality and switching characteristics of the WO X
films. XRD and XPS analyses indicated that the RTA-oxidized WO X films are
polycrystalline and near-stoichiometric. Effects of annealing gases, TE materials, and
testing atmospheres further shed light on the distribution and concentration of V OX within
the WO X thin film. Joule heating in the conducting filaments was also performed for both
analog and digital switching. Counter-intuitively, it seems that V OX is more concentrated
near the TE, possibly due to the segregation of V OX at GBs.
Later in Chapter 4, a phenomenological model based on the memristive equations
was derived where the internal state variable was assumed to physically represent the
width of the conducting region or equivalently the number of parallel conducting paths.
The model was successfully implemented in commercial SPICE and numerical softwares.
This model is very compact but nonetheless captures most of the switching dynamics and
is extremely useful in facilitating circuit-level designs.

8.1.2 Neuromorphic Applications of WOX Memristors
In Chapter 5, memory retention study was performed and a phenomenon termed
memory enhancement effect was characterized. By changing the number of stimuli
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applied to the memristor, a clear enhancement in both the conductance and the retention
time was seen. Microscopically, parallel conducting paths were created and widened
during repetitive stimulation, reducing the probability of completely breaking a
conducting path. Thus, the retention time could be increased from less than a second to a
minute or so. The memory enhancement effect mimics the transformation of short-term
memory to long-term memory through repetition in biological systems by creating more
and stronger synaptic connections.
In Chapter 6, different synaptic learning rules were revisited and most importantly
implemented in WO X memristors. Due to the competition between resistive switching
and oxygen vacancy diffusion, the higher the stimulation rate, the greater the device
conductance change. Stimulation intervals between 15 ms and 10 sec were tested. The
rate-dependent synaptic plasticity in WO X memristors was then compared with biological
effects – post-tetanic potentiation and paired-pulse facilitation, which also exhibited a
similar competition between stimulation and retention based on the calcium dynamics.
Spike-timing dependent plasticity was realized in α-Si/Ag memristors using time division
multiplexing method, and could also be achieved in WO X memristors using designed
pulse waveforms. The sliding threshold effect, one of the very important aspects of the
BCM rule, is a direct evidence that the synaptic plasticity dynamically depends on the
past stimulation history. Demonstration of sliding threshold effect in WO X memristors
suggests that there is an internal feedback mechanism within the film to prevent itself
from saturating at boundary states. While homosynaptic plasticity was demonstrated in
two-terminal memristors, heterosynaptic plasticity was implemented in three-terminal
memristors using a third electrode as the modulatory neuron. It was shown that the MOD
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electrode strongly affected the resistive switching effect between the bottom and top
electrodes, analogous to the effects of the modulatory neuron on the synaptic weight
change between the pre- and post- neurons.

8.1.3 Integration of Memristor-CMOS Hybrid Systems
In Chapter 7, integration of the memristor and CMOS chips at different
technology nodes (180 nm and 90 nm) was carried out. Although the fabrication of WO X
memristors is CMOS-compatible, many technical hurdles have to be overcome to ensure
proper functioning of both components. In particular, a great amount of work involving
etching, cleaning, filling, and planarizing the Cu vias was required in order to accomplish
good contact interfaces with Cu interconnects. With a custom-designed peripheral
circuits and testing setup, WO X memristors in 10 x 10 arrays could be addressed and
operated individually with success. The switching voltage of integrated memristors was
typically 0.1 V – 0.3 V higher than that of standalone ones due to the inevitable series
resistance contributed from thin electrodes, via contacts, and CMOS circuits. The
integration study is of great importance as it proves that memristors can be successfully
integrated on CMOS chips in a BEOL fashion and the integrated chip can work properly
as designed. From here, there are great opportunities for different types of applications,
especially in reconfigurable logic and neuromorphic systems [1].
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8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 In-Depth Material Study of WOX Films
XRD and XPS studies have been performed in this work, but many details of
resistive switching in WO X films remain to be resolved. Depth-profiling XPS is a
common technique in understanding the stoichiometry and V OX gradient in metal oxide
films [2-3]. It has been reported that Ar milling process potentially reduces the WO X film
through ion bombardment and the dissimilar etch rates between W and O [4], so one
needs to come up with an ingenious method to compensate for the contributions from
these effects. Many other techniques can be potentially used in this kind of study,
including atomic force microscopy (AFM) [5], transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
[6], high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) [7], selected-area
electron diffraction (SAED) [7], scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [8], Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) [6], Raman spectroscopy [9], etc. These techniques
will provide useful information on the structure, morphology, stoichiometry, and the
conduction properties. Additionally, in situ electrical studies combined with material
characterization techniques will be very useful in helping understand the switching
dynamics [10].

8.2.2 Quantitative Study of Resistive Switching in WOX memristors
In addition to material characterization, controlled electrical measurements on
devices with designed parameters would also render much information on the resistive
switching and transport mechanisms. For example, by manipulating the temperature and
vacuum level during electrical testing, switching dynamics can be quantitatively analyzed;
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and by changing physical dimensions of WO X memristors, conduction mechanisms can
be studied. The above testing results can be further used to verify and optimize the
proposed phenomenological model, and may even provide sufficient evidence for an
atomic-level memristor model.

8.2.3 Characterizations and Functionality of CMOS-Integrated Memristor Arrays
The CMOS-integrated memristor arrays were successfully fabricated, but
characterizing and optimizing efforts are still required. As mentioned earlier, memristors
are interesting for their ability to form large networks, so fabrication yield and switching
uniformity are important factors that call for attentions. Once high-yield memristor
networks have been fabricated, one needs to design appropriate CMOS circuits and
algorithms to achieve functions. These networks could be used simply as analog
memories, but could also be used as logic and signal processing units [1].

8.2.4 Relating Calcium Ion Dynamics with Oxygen Vacancy Dynamics
Extensive study in neuroscience has provided a unified picture on how calcium
ions affect the synaptic plasticity and it is believed to initiate the release of
neurotransmitters on the pre-synaptic end and the activation of receptors on the postsynaptic end [11-12]. Moreover, the transients of Ca2+ ion concentration act as an internal
clock that regulates the different rate-dependent and spike-timing-dependent behaviors.
Since calcium ions and oxygen vacancies are both charged particles that transport
through a medium under the force of a potential difference, it is possible that the
dynamics of both particles follow a similar transport behavior, and possibly at
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comparable time scales. Therefore, if one can accurately map the dynamics of Ca2+ to
those of V OX , the synaptic effects observed in WO X memristors can be unified using the
same biological model so that the emulation of WO X memristors as synapses become
more realistic.

8.2.5 Interaction between Memristor Synapses and CMOS Neurons in a Network
Since synapses and neurons together make up neural networks, it is difficult to
decouple the progression of each of them, especially in large, interconnected networks. It
seems that now the community has started to gain sufficient knowledge about solid-state
memristor synapses and CMOS neurons [13], and the hybrid memristor synapse/CMOS
neuron system will provide a suitable platform for studying the interaction between
synapses and neurons in a network, namely, how input patterns affect the network
dynamics and how network dynamics affect the output. These findings will not only help
us understand the operations of neural networks, either biological or memristor-based,
but can also be applied to areas requiring “fuzzy logic” such as pattern recognition,
financial forecast, medical diagnosis, data mining, and telecommunications [14].
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